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Abstract
Parametrices of elliptic boundary value problems for differential operators belong to an
algebra of pseudodifferential operators with the transmission property at the boundary.
However, generically, smooth symbols on a manifold with boundary do not have this
property, and several interesting applications require a corresponding more general calculus.
We introduce here a new algebra of boundary value problems that contains Shapiro–
Lopatinskij elliptic as well as global projection conditions; the latter ones are necessary, if an
analogue of the Atiyah–Bott obstruction does not vanish. We show that every elliptic oper-
ator admits (up to a stabilisation) elliptic conditions of that kind. Corresponding boundary
value problems are then Fredholm in adequate scales of spaces. Moreover, we construct
parametrices in the calculus.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Boundary value problems for differential operators
A : CNðX ; EÞ-CNðX ; FÞ ð1Þ
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on a smooth manifold X with boundary in ‘standard’ form are given as
Au ¼ f on X ; Tu ¼ g on Y :¼ @X : ð2Þ
In (1) we assume E; FAVectðX Þ; where VectðÞ denotes the set of smooth complex
vector bundles on the manifold in the brackets, and CNð; EÞ for EAVectðÞ is the space
of smooth sections in E: Moreover, T ¼ ðT1;y; TNÞ is a vector of trace operators
Tj ¼ r0 eTj; j ¼ 1;y; N; for differential operators eTj : CNðV ; EÞ-CNðV ; eGjÞ in a
collar neighbourhood VDY  ½0; 1Þ of Y ; with bundles eGjAVectðVÞ and the
restriction operator r0v :¼ vjY : Setting Gj ¼ eGj jY and G ¼"Nj¼1 Gj; we can identify
(2) with a column matrix operator
A ¼ A
T
 !
: CNðX ; EÞ-
CNðX ; FÞ
"
CNðY ; GÞ
:
For m ¼ ord A; mj ¼ ord eTj; we have continuous extensions to Sobolev spaces
A : HsðX ; EÞ-
Hs
mðX ; FÞ
"
"Nj¼1 H
s
mj
12ðY ; GjÞ
ð3Þ
for every sufﬁciently large real s: Here and in the sequel we assume X to be compact.
It is well known that (3) is a Fredholm operator for any ﬁxed (sufﬁciently large)
sAR if and only if
(i) A is elliptic, i.e., the homogeneous principal symbol
scðAÞ : pX E-pX F
(with the projection pX : TX \0-X ) is an isomorphism,
(ii) the trace operators T satisfy the Shapiro–Lopatinskij condition with respect
to A; i.e., the homogeneous principal boundary symbol
s@ðAÞ : pY E 0#HsðRþÞ-pY
F 0#Hs
mðRþÞ
"
G
0B@
1CA
(with the projection pY : TY \0-Y ) is an isomorphism.
Here E0 denotes the restriction of a bundle EAVectðXÞ to Y ; and s@ðAÞ is locally
given by
s@ðAÞð y; ZÞ :¼
scðAÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞ
ðr0scð eTjÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞÞj¼1;y;N ;
 !
;
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where ðy; tÞAY  %Rþ are local coordinates in a collar neighbourhood of Y in X :
The Shapiro–Lopatinskij condition will also be referred to as SL-condition.
It is often convenient to restrict s@ðAÞ to the unit cosphere bundle SY induced
by TY ; where a Riemannian metric is ﬁxed; let p1 : SY-Y denote the
corresponding canonical projection. We simply denote s@ðAÞjSY again by s@ðAÞ:
If the ellipticity condition (i) is satisﬁed, the boundary symbol s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ ¼
scðAÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞ represents a family of Fredholm operators
s@ðAÞ : p1E0#HsðRþÞ-p1F 0#Hs
mðRþÞ ð4Þ
parametrised by the compact space SY : There is then an index element
indSY s@ðAÞAKðSY Þ
with KðÞ being the K-group of the space in brackets. In the present case operators
(4) are surjective for all ðy; ZÞASY ; and condition (ii) entails indSY s@ðAÞ ¼
½p1GAp1KðY Þ: In other words,
indSY s@ðAÞAp1KðYÞ ð5Þ
is a topological obstruction to scðAÞ for the existence of SL-elliptic boundary
conditions T : Relation (5) is just the Atiyah–Bott condition from [1].
There are elliptic differential operators (1) that violate condition (5). It is well
known that Dirac operators in even dimensions and other interesting geometric
operators belong to this category, and possible boundary conditions that lead to
associated Fredholm operators are rather different from SL-elliptic ones. In fact,
after the work of Caldero´n [5], Seeley [25], Atiyah et al. [2], another kind of
conditions (here, brieﬂy called global projection conditions) became a natural
concept in the index theory of boundary value problems. There is now a stream of
investigations in the literature to derive index formulas in terms of Z-invariants (and
their various generalisations) of elliptic operators on the boundary. Let us mention,
in particular, [3,8,10,15,16], as well as [14], and the references there.
General elliptic boundary value problems for differential operators and
(inhomogeneous) boundary conditions in subspaces of Sobolev spaces (that are
images of pseudodifferential projections on the boundary) have been studied by
Seeley [25], see also joint works of the ﬁrst author with Shatalov and Sternin [24]. It
is natural to embed such problems into a pseudodifferential algebra, such that
arbitrary elliptic operators admit either elliptic SL- or global projection conditions,
where parametrices of such elliptic boundary value problems again belong to the
algebra. Such a calculus for operators with the transmission property at the
boundary has been introduced in [21] as a ‘Toeplitz extension’ of Boutet de
Monvels’s calculus, cf. [4] or [12].
Elliptic operators in mixed, transmission or crack problems, or, more generally, on
manifolds with edges, also require extra conditions along the interfaces, crack
boundaries, or edges, cf. [9,20], or [6]. The transmission property is not a reasonable
assumption in such applications. In simplest cases the additional conditions satisfy
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an analogue of the Shapiro–Lopatinskij condition as a direct generalisation of SL-
ellipticity of boundary conditions in boundary value problems, cf. [18,20]. However,
for the existence of such conditions for a given elliptic operator in the interior we
have a similar kind of topological obstruction as in boundary value problems. A
large class of explicit examples where this obstruction does not vanish has been
constructed in [11]. Thus it is again natural to ask whether there are Toeplitz
extensions of the corresponding algebras which contain the original operator
algebras but admit all ‘interior’ elliptic symbols that were forbidden before by that
obstruction. The present paper gives the answer for pseudodifferential boundary
value problems with general interior symbols, i.e., without the condition of the
transmission property at the boundary. Our algebra may also be regarded as a model
for operators on manifolds with edges, though the case of boundary value problems
has some properties that are not typical for edge operators in general. In a
forthcoming paper [23] we treat the case of elliptic operators on a manifold with
smooth edges.
1. Operators with the transmission property
1.1. Operators on a manifold with boundary
The study of ellipticity of (say differential) operators A on a CN manifold X with
CN boundary Y gives rise to a number of natural questions.
First we may ask the nature of boundary conditions that (for compact X )
complete A to a Fredholm operator in suitable spaces. The answer in general is that a
certain type of adapted global pseudodifferential projections on Y contribute to the
boundary conditions, and that Shapiro–Lopatinskij elliptic conditions are the
simplest variant in this set-up.
Another question is the structure of parametrices of elliptic boundary value
problems that leads to pseudodifferential operators (similarly to the case without
boundary). Therefore, it is desirable to have an algebra of corresponding
pseudodifferential boundary value problems. An answer is given in [21] in terms
of an operator algebraSðX Þ that contains Boutet de Monvel’s algebra BðXÞ as well
as an algebra TðYÞ of (generalisations of ) Toeplitz operators on the boundary.
For the analytic part of this discussion it is necessary to specify the behaviour of
pseudodifferential symbols (locally) on X near Y : The simplest choice consists of
classical symbols aðx; xÞ that are smooth in x up to the boundary Y : However, as is
well known from the classical analysis of pseudodifferential boundary value
problems, cf. [4,7,13,27], smoothness alone is often too general.
An additional condition on symbols is the transmisssion property at the boundary.
The transmission property sufﬁces to generate an algebra that contains all
differential problems together with the parametrices of elliptic elements. The
transmission property has been imposed in BðX Þ as well as in SðXÞ: It is a natural
condition, if we prefer standard Sobolev spaces on X or scales of closed subspaces as
a frame for Fredholm operators. On the other hand, to understand the structure of
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stable homotopies of elliptic boundary value problems, or to reach speciﬁc
applications, the algebra BðXÞ appears too narrow. It is interesting to consider a
larger algebra, namely, a suitable subalgebraLðXÞ of the general edge algebra on X ;
cf. [20,22]. In this interpretation X is regarded as a manifold with edge Y and %Rþ (the
inner normal from a collar neighbourhood of Y ) as the model cone of the ‘wedge’
Y  %Rþ: The algebra LðX Þ is adequate for studying mixed and transmission
problems and consists of pseudodifferential boundary value problems not requiring
the transmission property; all classical symbols on X that are smooth up to Y are
admitted in LðX Þ:
The operators in LðX Þ act in a certain scale Ws;gðX Þ of weighted edge Sobolev
spaces that are different from the standard Sobolev spaces HsðXÞ; except for
s ¼ g ¼ 0 where we have W0;0ðXÞ ¼ L2ðXÞ ¼ H0ðX Þ:
To illustrate the idea of constructing our Toeplitz extension TðXÞ of LðX Þ we
ﬁrst have a look at the corresponding construction for Boutet de Monvel’s algebra
BðXÞ: The general case will be studied in Section 2.
Let X be a compact, smooth manifold with smooth boundary Y and
E; FAVectðX Þ; J
; JþAVectðYÞ: Then Bm;dðX ; bÞ for b ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ and mAZ;
dAN is deﬁned to be the space of all block matrix operators
A :
CNðX ; EÞ
"
CNðY ; J
Þ
-
CNðX ; FÞ
"
CNðY ; JþÞ
ð6Þ
of the form
A ¼ r
þPeþ 0
0 0
 !
þ Gþ C; ð7Þ
where the components of (7) are given as follows:
(1) P is a classical pseudodifferential operator of order m on 2X (the double of X ;
obtained by gluing together two copies of X along the common boundary Y ; such
that 2X is a closed, compact, smooth manifold), where P has the transmission
property at Y ; and eþ is the operator of extension by zero from int X to 2X ; and rþ
is the restriction from 2X to int X :
Recall that the transmission property of an operator P in O R{x ¼ ðy; tÞ;
ODRn
1 open, with respect to t ¼ 0 is deﬁned in terms of the homogeneous
components pðm
j Þðy; t; Z; tÞ; jAN; of a symbol pðy; t; Z; tÞ of P by the condition
½Dkt DaZfpðm
j Þðy; t; Z; tÞ 
 ð
1Þm
jpðm
jÞðy; t;
Z;
tÞgjt¼0;Z¼0 ¼ 0
for all yAO; tAR\f0g; for all kAN; aANn
1 and all j: This is an invariant
condition under coordinate changes which preserve the boundary. Thus, for
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eE; eFAVectð2X Þ we have Lmclð2X ; eE; eFÞtr; the space of all pseudodifferential
operators on 2X acting between spaces of sections of eE and eF ; the symbols
of which in local coordinates near Y have the transmission property. For
E ¼ eEjX ; F ¼ eF jX we set LmclðX ; E; FÞtr :¼ frþPeþ : PALmclð2X ; eE; eFÞtrg: In
other words, the operator in the ﬁrst summand on the right of (7) belongs
to LmclðX ; E; FÞtr:
(ii) The operator C belongs to B
N;dðX ; bÞ; i.e., it is smoothing and of type d:
Here, B
N;0ðX ; bÞ is the space of all operators (6) that have CN kernels up to the
boundary. On X and Y we ﬁx Riemannian metrics such that a collar neighbourhood
of Y has the product metric from ½0; 1Þ  Y : Then the entries of C ¼ ðCijÞi; j¼1;2 are
integral operators with CN kernels over X  X ; X  Y ; Y  X and Y  Y ;
respectively, that are sections in corresponding external tensor products of bundles
on the respective Cartesian products. Now B
N;dðX ; bÞ is deﬁned to be the space of
all operators
C ¼ C0 þ
Xd
j¼1
Cj
D j 0
0 0
 !
for arbitrary CjAB
N;0ðX ; bÞ; j ¼ 0;y; d and a differential operator D of ﬁrst
order which is equal to @t in a collar neighbourhood of Y :
(iii) The operator G in (7) is a block matrix ðGijÞi; j¼1;2; where G11 on ðint XÞ  ðint X Þ;
G12 on ðint XÞ  Y ; G21 on Y  ðint XÞ have CN kernels, G22 is a classical
pseudodifferential operator of order m on Y ; while G near Y in local coordinates
ðy; tÞAO %Rþ has the form of a pseudodifferential operator with operator-valued
symbol gðy; ZÞ; i.e., G ¼ OpðgÞ;
ðOpðgÞuÞðyÞ ¼
Z Z
eiðy
y
0ÞZgðy; ZÞuðy0Þ dy0 %dZ;
and
gðy; ZÞ ¼ g0ðy; ZÞ þ
Xd
j¼1
gjðy; ZÞ @
j
t 0
0 0
 !
ð8Þ
with gjðy; ZÞARm
j;0G ðO Rn
1; ðk; l; j
; jþÞÞ; where k; l; j
 and jþ are the fibre
dimensions of the bundles E; F ; J
 and Jþ; respectively.
For the deﬁnition of the space R
m
j;0
G ðO Rn
1; ðk; l; j
; jþÞÞ see Section A.1
of Appendix A. Symbols gðy; ZÞ from (8) are called Green symbols of order m and
type d; the space of all such symbols will be denoted by Rm;dG ðO Rn
1; vÞ;
v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ:
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For every AABm;dðX ; bÞ we have a principal symbol sðAÞ ¼ ðscðAÞ; s@ðAÞÞ:
Here,
scðAÞ : pX E-pX F ð9Þ
is the interior symbol which is the restriction of the homogeneous principal symbol
of P from Tð2X Þ\0 to TX \0; cf. formula (7). Moreover,
s@ðAÞ : pY
E0#HsðRþÞ
"
J

0B@
1CA-pY F
0#Hs
mðRþÞ
"
Jþ
0B@
1CA ð10Þ
is the boundary symbol of A: It is deﬁned for all s4d 
 1
2
: It is often convenient to
consider it as a family of maps
s@ðAÞ : pY
E0#Sð %RþÞ
"
J

0B@
1CA-pY F
0#Sð %RþÞ
"
Jþ
0B@
1CA: ð11Þ
s@ðAÞ is deﬁned by
s@ðAÞ ¼
s@ðrþPeþÞ 0
0 0
 !
þ s@ðGÞ;
with s@ðrþPeþÞðy; ZÞ ¼ rþscðAÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞeþ; and
s@ðGÞðy; ZÞ ¼ s@ðg0Þðy; ZÞ þ
Xd
j¼1
s@ðgjÞðy; ZÞ @
j
t 0
0 0
 !
;
where s@ðgjÞ is the homogeneous principal symbol of gjARm
j;0G ðO Rn
1;
ðk; l; j
; jþÞÞ; cf. Section A.1. We then have
s@ðAÞðy; lZÞ ¼ lm
kl 0
0 1
 !
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ
kl 0
0 1
 !
1
for all lARþ: Here ðkluÞðtÞ ¼ l
1
2uðltÞ for uðtÞAE0#HsðRþ;tÞ; and 1 denotes the
identity map in the respective ﬁbres of J7;y:
We systematically employ various standard facts on operators in Bm;dðX ; bÞ: In
particular, every AABm;dðX ; bÞ induces continuous operators
A :
HsðX ; EÞ
"
HsðY ; J
Þ
-
Hs
mðX ; FÞ
"
Hs
mðY ; JþÞ
ð12Þ
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for all real s4d 
 12; and (12) is compact for sðAÞ ¼ 0: Moreover, composition of
operators induces a map
Bm;dðX ; ðE0; F ; J0; JþÞÞ  Bn;eðX ; ðE; E0; J
; J0ÞÞ
-Bmþn;hðX ; ðE; F ; J
; JþÞÞ
with h ¼ maxðnþ d; eÞ: On the level of principal symbols we have
sðABÞ ¼ sðAÞsðBÞ
with componentwise multiplication.
1.2. Conditions with pseudodifferential projections
An operator AABm;dðX ; bÞ is called sc-elliptic, if the interior symbol scðAÞ
deﬁnes an isomorphism (9). In this case,
rþscðAÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞeþ :E 0y#HsðRþÞ-F 0y#Hs
mðRþÞ ð13Þ
is known to be a family of Fredholm operators for all ðy; ZÞATY \0 and all
s4maxðm; dÞ 
 1
2
:
The Fredholm property of (13) is equivalent to that of
rþscðAÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞeþ : E0y#Sð %RþÞ-F 0y#Sð %RþÞ
for all ðy; ZÞATY \0:
An operator AABm;dðX ; bÞ is called SL-elliptic, if it is sc-elliptic and if, in
addition, s@ðAÞ deﬁnes an isomorphism (10) for any s4maxðm; dÞ 
 12 (or, equiv-
alently, an isomorphism (11)).
Let Bm;dðX ; E; FÞ denote the space of upper left corners of operator block
matrices in Bm;dðX ; bÞ; b ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ: The question whether or not a
sc-elliptic element AABm;dðX ; E; FÞ may be interpreted as the upper left
corner of an SL-elliptic operator AABm;dðX ; bÞ gives rise to an operator
algebra of boundary value problems that is different from Boutet de
Monvel’s algebra. A general answer is given in [21]; it consists of a new algebra
with boundary conditions that we call global projection conditions. Operators in this
algebra,
A :
HsðX ; EÞ
"
PsðY ;L
Þ
-
Hs
mðX ; FÞ
"
Ps
mðY ;LþÞ;
ð14Þ
are characterised by the following data.
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(i) The upper left corner A of A belongs to Bm;dðX ; E; FÞ:
(ii) L7 are triples
L7 ¼ ðP7; J7; L7Þ ð15Þ
for certain bundles J7AVectðYÞ; L7AVectðTY \0Þ and elements
P7AL0clðY ; J7; J7Þ which are projections, i.e., ðP7Þ2 ¼ P7; where L7 is the
image of the homogeneous principal symbol of P7;
p7 ¼ scðP7Þ : pY J7-pY J7: ð16Þ
(iii) The spaces on the boundary Y in (14) are given by
PsðY ;L7Þ :¼ P7HsðY ; J7Þ; sAR: ð17Þ
These are closed subspaces of HsðY ; J7Þ:
(iv) Eq. (14) is defined to be a composition
A :¼ PþfAR

for an fAABm;dðX ; bÞ; b ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; and
Pþ :¼
1 0
0 Pþ
 !
; R
 :¼
1 0
0 R

 !
;
where 1 are the identity operators in corresponding Sobolev spaces on X ; while
R
 : PsðY ;L
Þ-HsðY ; J
Þ is the canonical embedding.
LetSm;dðX ; vÞ for v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ denote the set of all operators (14) described by
(i)–(iv). Continuity of (14) holds for all s4d 
 1
2
:
Remark 1. If PAL0clðY ; J; JÞ is a pseudodifferential projection as in (ii) above, it
follows that p2 ¼ p for p ¼ scðPÞ: Vice versa, given any smooth homomorphism
p : pY J-p

Y J that is positively homogeneous of degree 0 and satisﬁes p
2 ¼ p; there
exists a projection PAL0clðY ; J; JÞ with scðPÞ ¼ p:
A proof may be found in [21]. Ellipticity of an operator AASm;dðX ; vÞ
is deﬁned by a pair of principal symbols sðAÞ ¼ ðscðAÞ; s@ðAÞÞ; where scðAÞ ¼
scðAÞ : pX E-pX F (with A being the upper left corner of A) is the interior symbol
and s@ðAÞ the boundary symbol which is a bundle morphism
s@ðAÞ :
pY E
0#Sð %RþÞ
"
L

-
pY F
0#Sð %RþÞ
"
Lþ
; ð18Þ
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where
s@ðAÞðy; lZÞ ¼ lm
kl 0
0 1
 !
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ
kl 0
0 1
 !
1
; ð19Þ
here, 1 are the identity maps in L
 and Lþ; respectively. A is called elliptic if both
scðAÞ and s@ðAÞ are isomorphisms. Instead ofSð %RþÞ in (18) we could equivalently
consider Sobolev spaces HsðRþÞ for arbitrary s4maxðm; dÞ 
 12:
Given a RAR we set Rþ ¼ maxðR; 0Þ: Let us recall from [21] that ifAASm;dðX ; vÞ is
elliptic, operator (14) is Fredholm for any (and then all) real s4maxðm; dÞ 
 1
2
: There
is then a parametrix BAS
m;eðX ; v
1Þ for e ¼ ðd 
 mÞþ and v
1 ¼ ðF ; E;Lþ;L
Þ in
the sense that
BA
IAS
N;dl ðX ; vlÞ; AB
IAS
N;drðX ; vrÞ ð20Þ
for dl ¼ maxðm; dÞ; dr ¼ ðd 
 mÞþ; vl ¼ ðE; E;L
;L
Þ; vr ¼ ðF ; F ;Lþ;LþÞ: Clearly,
the remainders in (20) are compact in the respective spaces in (14).
Notice that indA depends on the choice of the global pseudodifferential
projections P7: However, if we do not change the principal symbol (16), the freedom
in the choice of the projections does not affect the Fredholm property. This is a
general fact on operators in Hilbert spaces, as we shall discuss now. To this end, let
Hþ and H
 be Hilbert spaces, P7; eP7ALðH7Þ be projections such that P7 
 eP7 is
compact. If we now set PH7 :¼ im P7 ¼ P7ðH7Þ; and, similarly, ePH7; the
following result holds:
Proposition 2. Let AALðH
; HþÞ such that
fA ¼ ePþA : ePH
-ePHþ;
is a Fredholm operator. Then this is also true for
A ¼ PþA : PH
-PHþ;
and we have the relative index formula
indA
 indfA ¼ indðeP
 : PH
-ePH
Þ
þ indðPþ : ePHþ-PHþÞ: ð21Þ
Proof. First let us show that the operators on the right-hand side of (21) are indeed
Fredholm. Since P
 acts as the identity on PH
;
P
 eP
 
 1 ¼ P
 eP
 
 ðP
Þ2 ¼ P
ðeP
 
 P
Þ : PH
-PH
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is compact. Hence P
 is the Fredholm inverse of eP
; and P
 eP
 : PH
-PH
 is
Fredholm with index 0. The analogue holds for the projections Pþ; ePþ: Therefore,
the operator
B : PH
!
eP
 ePH
!eA ePHþ!Pþ PHþ
is Fredholm with index
indB ¼ indfAþ indðeP
 : PH
-ePH
Þ þ indðPþ : ePHþ-PHþÞ:
On the other hand,
B ¼ ðPþ ePþÞAðP
 eP
Þ 
 Pþ½ePþ; PþAP
 eP
 þ Pþ ePþAð1
 P
ÞeP
;
where ½ePþ; Pþ is the commutator, which is a compact operator Hþ-Hþ;
since
½ePþ; Pþ ¼ ePþPþ 
 Pþ ePþ ¼ ðePþ 
 PþÞð1
 Pþ 
 ePþÞ:
Moreover, ð1
 P
ÞeP
 ¼ ðeP
 
 P
ÞeP
 :H
-H
 is also compact. Hence
ðPþ ePþÞAðP
 eP
Þ differs from B by a compact remainder and thus is itself
Fredholm with the same index
indB ¼ indðPþ ePþÞAðP
 eP
Þ:
Above we have seen that Pþ ePþ and P
 eP
 are Fredholm operators of index 0.
Hence, A itself is Fredholm and indB ¼ indA: &
2. Boundary value problems not requiring the transmission property
2.1. Interior operators
Let X be a smooth, compact manifold of dimension n with smooth boundary
Y ¼ @X : Let eE; eFAVectð2X Þ be vector bundles on the double of X ; and E ¼ eEjX ;
F ¼ eF jX :
Deﬁnition 3. Let LmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth; mAR; denote the space of all operators A of the
form A ¼ rþ eAeþ þ C with eAALmclð2X ; eE; eFÞ and CA L
Nðint X ; E; FÞ:
Clearly, operators in LmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth are more general than those of the
subspace LmclðX ; E; FÞtr of operators with the transmission property. For a detailed
discussion see [22].
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If SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ denotes the set of all smooth bundle morphisms
aðmÞ : pX E-p

X F that are positively homogeneous of order m in the
covariable, every AALmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth has a well-deﬁned homogeneous principal
symbol
smcðAÞ :¼ smcð eAÞjTX \0ASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ;
where eAALmclð2X ; eE; eFÞ is any operator such that A 
 rþ eAeþ belongs to
L
Nðint X ; E; FÞ: Moreover, there is a (non-canonical) linear map
op : SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ-LmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth ð22Þ
with smcðopðaðmÞÞ ¼ aðmÞ: It can be generated by a standard procedure in
terms of charts and local representatives of operators with given principal
symbols.
Using the spaces WsðRq;Ks;gðRþ;ClÞÞ as a local model near the boundary,
cf. (A.3) and (A.6) in Appendix A, it is straightforward to deﬁne Sobolev
spaces Ws;gðX ; EÞ on X for any EAVectðXÞ; using an atlas on X with
transition maps that we assume to be independent of the normal variable in a
collar neighbourhood of the boundary. We then haveWs;gðX ; EÞCHslocðint X ; EÞ for
every s; gAR .
Theorem 4. [19]. For every AALmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth and every gAR there is an operator
CgAL
Nðint X ; E; FÞ such that Ag :¼ A 
 Cg induces continuous operators
Ag :W
s;gðX ; EÞ-Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ; sAR: ð23Þ
There are many ways to ﬁnd suitable operators Cg: We shall see more details below.
Any choice of a correspondence A-Ag may be regarded as an operator convention
that maps a complete symbol of A (i.e., a corresponding system of local symbols
ðajÞj¼1;y;N ) to a continuous operator (23). Setting opgðaðmÞÞ :¼ opðaðmÞÞg; cf. (22), we
also obtain a map
opg : S
ðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ-
\
sAR
LðWs;gðX ; EÞ;Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞÞ: ð24Þ
In this paper we construct an operator algebra TðXÞ of boundary value
problems
A ¼ Ag K
T Q
 !
:
Ws;gðX ; EÞ
"
PsðY ;L
Þ
-
Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ
"
Ps
mðY ;LþÞ
ð25Þ
for arbitrary AALmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth and certain operators T ; K and Q; where
(i) PsðY ;L7Þ are spaces as in (17),
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(ii) every sc-elliptic operator AAL
m
clðX ; E; FÞsmooth occurs (up to a stabilisation) as
an upper left corner of an elliptic (and then Fredholm) operator (25) for a suitable
choice of data L7 and T ; K and Q;
(iii) TðX Þ contains the parametrices of elliptic elements.
The construction will be given in such a way that TðX Þ is the Toeplitz extension
of another algebra LðXÞ of operators
fA ¼ Ag eKeT eQ
 !
:
Ws;gðX ; EÞ
"
HsðY ; J
Þ
-
Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ
"
Hs
mðY ; JþÞ
that plays a similar role as BðX Þ in connection with its Toeplitz
extension SðX Þ:
2.2. Edge amplitude functions
The algebra LðX Þ will locally be deﬁned by a speciﬁc kind of operator-valued
amplitude functions, cf. Appendix A for details on operator-valued symbols.
Let ODRq; q ¼ n 
 1; be an open set corresponding to a chart on Y ; and consider
the symbol space SmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1Þ ð¼ SmclðO R Rqþ1ÞjO %RþRqÞ; mAR: We use
the fact that for every pðy; t; Z; tÞASmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1Z;t Þ there exists an elementepðy; t;eZ;etÞASmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1eZ;et Þ such that
pðy; t; Z; tÞ ¼ t
mepðy; t; tZ; ttÞmod S
NðO Rþ  Rqþ1Z;t Þ: ð26Þ
With pðy; t; Z; tÞASmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1eZ;et Þ we associate an operator-valued symbol
aðy; ZÞ :¼ st
mfaMðy; ZÞ þ aF ðy; ZÞges :Ks;gðRþÞ-Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
with cut-off functions sðtÞ; esðtÞ and operator families aMðy; ZÞ and aF ðy; ZÞ that will
be constructed as follows.
Deﬁnition 5. Let mAR: Then MmðRq  CÞ denotes the space of all smooth functions
f ðZ; zÞ that are holomorphic in zAC and such that f ðZ; bþ itÞASmclðRqþ1Z;t Þ for every
bAR; uniformly for b in compact intervals.
The space MmðRq  CÞ is Fre´chet in a natural way. Given an elementehðy; t;eZ; zÞACNðO %Rþ; MmðRqeZ  CÞÞ we set
hðy; t; Z; zÞ :¼ ehðy; t; tZ; zÞ:
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With this symbol we associate a family of operators opgMðhÞðy; ZÞ; where (by
Cauchy’s theorem) for uACN0 ðRþÞ
opgMðhÞðy; ZÞu ¼ opegMðhÞðy; ZÞu for every g;egAR:
For the deﬁnition of Mellin pseudodifferential operators, see (A.8) in Appendix A.
Moreover, opðÞ or optðÞ will denote the pseudodifferential action on R ¼ Rt;
deﬁned in terms of the Fourier transform on R:
Theorem 6. [17]. For every epðy; t;eZ;etÞASmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1Þ there exists an elementehðy; t;eZ; zÞACNðO %Rþ; MmðRq  CÞÞ such that for
bðy; t; Z; tÞ :¼ epðy; t; tZ; ttÞ; hðy; t; Z; zÞ :¼ ehðy; t; tZ; zÞ
we have
optðbÞðy; ZÞ ¼ opgMðhÞðy; ZÞmod CNðO; L
NðRþ;RqÞÞ
for all gAR; and eh is unique modulo CNðO %Rþ; M
NðRq  CÞÞ:
Then, if we set
b0ðy; t; Z; tÞ :¼ epðy; 0; tZ; ttÞ; h0ðy; t; Z; zÞ :¼ ehðy; 0; tZ; zÞ; ð27Þ
it follows that
optðb0Þðy; ZÞ ¼ opgMðh0Þðy; ZÞmod CNðO; L
NðRþ;RqÞÞ:
Remark 7. Let o1;o2;o3 be arbitrary cut-off functions such that o1o3 ¼ o3 and
o2o1 ¼ o1: Then, starting from an arbitrary pðy; t; Z; tÞASmclðO %Rþ  Rqþ1Þ; we
form a symbol epðy; t;eZ; tZÞ via relation (26) and set
aMðy; ZÞ :¼ o1ðt½ZÞ opgMðhÞðy; ZÞo2ðt½ZÞ; ð28Þ
aF ðy; ZÞ :¼ ð1
 o1ðt½ZÞÞ optðbÞðy; ZÞð1
 o3ðt½ZÞÞ ð29Þ
with bðy; t; Z; tÞ and hðy; t; Z; tÞ being related to each other as in Theorem 6.
Here ½ denotes a smooth function on Rq such that ½Z ¼ jZj for jZjX1:
We then have
optðbÞðy; ZÞ ¼ aMðy; ZÞ þ aF ðy; ZÞmod CNðO; L
NðRþ;RqÞÞ:
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We now introduce RmðO Rq; g; vÞ for g :¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ as the
space of all operator families of the form
aðy; ZÞ ¼ acðy; ZÞ 0
0 0
 !
þ cðy; ZÞ
:
Ks;gðRþÞ#Ck
"
Cj

-
Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ#Cl
"
Cjþ
ð30Þ
for arbitrary cðy; ZÞARmMþGðO Rq; g; vÞ; cf. Deﬁnition A.5 in Appendix A, and an
l  k-block matrix family acðy; ZÞ whose entries have the form
st
mðaMðy; ZÞ þ aF ðy; ZÞÞes
with arbitrary aMðy; ZÞ; aF ðy; ZÞ as in Remark 7 and cut-off functions s; es:
For technical reasons it will be advantageous also to deﬁne the spaces
Rm
jðO Rq; g; vÞ; jAN ð31Þ
for g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ as the set of all operator families of the form
(30), where for j40 we only require cðy; ZÞARm
jG ðO Rq; g; vÞ; while acðy; ZÞ is an
l  k-block matrix family with entries of the form
st
mþjðaMðy; ZÞ þ aF ðy; ZÞÞes:
The expressions aMðy; ZÞ and aF ðy; ZÞ are deﬁned in an analogous manner as (28)
and (29), respectively, now related to a symbol pASm
jcl ðO %Rþ  Rqþ1Þ:
2.3. Boundary value problems
Let us now introduce an algebra of boundary value problems on X ; not
necessarily satisfying the transmission property with respect to the boundary Y ¼
@X : Similar to the calculus of Section 1.1, it consists of block matrix operators, but
with components of a different structure.
This algebra will be denoted by LmðX ; g; vÞ with weight data g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and
v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; where E; FAVectðXÞ and J7AVectðYÞ; it consists of block matrix
operators
A ¼ A 0
0 0
 !
þ Gþ C :
CN0 ðX ; EÞ
"
CN0 ðY ; J
Þ
-
CNðX ; FÞ
"
CNðY ; JþÞ
; ð32Þ
where the components of (32) are as follows:
(i) AALmclðint X ; E; FÞ is a pseudodifferential operator in the interior of X and,
localised to a coordinate chart at the boundary, A is the pull-back of an operator
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opðaÞ with an amplitude a; which is an ðl  kÞ-matrix with entries from RmðO
Rq; ðg; g
 mÞÞ; where k is the fibre dimension of E and l that of F (note that this is
compatible with AALmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth).
(ii) G is a block matrix ðGijÞi; j¼1;2; where G11 on ðint XÞ  ðint XÞ; G12 on ðint X Þ 
Y ; G21 on Y  ðint XÞ have CN-kernels, and G22ALmclðY ; J
; JþÞ: Moreover,
localised to a coordinate chart at the boundary, G corresponds to an operator
opðgÞ with a Green symbol gARmGðO Rq; ðg; g
 mÞ; ðk; l; j
; jþÞÞ; cf. Definition
A.3 in Appendix A.
(iii) C is an operator of the class L
NG ðX ; g; vÞ:
The operators in (iii) are globally deﬁned by the following continuity
properties:
G :
Ws;gðX ; EÞ
"
HsðY ; J
Þ
-
WN;g
mþeðX ; FÞ
"
HNðY ; JþÞ
;
G :
Ws;
gþmðX ; FÞ
"
HsðY ; JþÞ
-
WN;
gþeðX ; EÞ
"
HNðY ; J
Þ
for all sAR and some e40 depending on G: Here G is the formal adjoint of G in the
sense
ðGu; vÞW0;0ðX ;FÞ"H0ðY ;JþÞ ¼ ðu;GvÞW0;0ðX ;EÞ"H0ðY ;J
Þ
for all uACN0 ðint X ; EÞ"CNðY ; J
Þ; vACN0 ðint X ; FÞ"CNðY ; JþÞ; with respect to
a choice of scalar products in the spaces W0;0ðX ; EÞ; W0;0ðX ; FÞ and H0ðY ; J
Þ;
H0ðY ; JþÞ; referring to the Riemannian metric and Hermitian metrics in the bundles
E; F and J
; Jþ:
From the constructions of Section 2.2 and Theorem 9 below, it follows
that for every AALmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth we ﬁnd an AgALmðX ; g; E; FÞ; g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ;
such that A 
 Ag belongs to L
Nðint X ; g; E; FÞ (indeed, we can modify A
near the boundary by passing from the local symbols pðy; t; t; ZÞASmclðO %Rþ 
Rqþ1;Ck;ClÞ to edge symbols in the sense of Remark 7). Thus we have a (non-
canonical) map
A/Ag : L
m
clðX ; E; FÞsmooth-LmðX ; g; E; FÞ ð33Þ
in the sense of Theorem 4.
Let us also introduce the subclasses LmMþGðX ; g; vÞ; LmGðX ; g; vÞ of LmðX ; g; vÞ:
For the ﬁrst class we require in (i) that A from (32) belongs to L
Nðint X ; E; FÞ and
that the entries of a belong to RmMþGðO Rq; ðg; g
 mÞÞ: For the second class we
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simply require A ¼ 0: Moreover, let
LmðX ; g; E; FÞ; LmMþGðX ; g; E; FÞ; and LmGðX ; g; E; FÞ
be the space of upper left corners of the corresponding classes
LmðX ; g; vÞ; LmMþGðX ; g; vÞ; and LmGðX ; g; vÞ;
respectively, where v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ:
Remark 8. (i) If YmðX ; g; E; FÞ denotes the (space of upper left corners of the) edge
algebra on X with asymptotics reduced to e-ﬂatness as in the present paper
(originally elaborated in this form in detail in [26]), we have
LmðX ; g; E; FÞ ¼ YmðX ; g; E; FÞ-LmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth:
Here, we interpret @X as the edge of X and Rþ (the inner normal) as the
model cone.
(ii) In case of order zero we have, as operators CN0 ðint X Þ-CNðint X Þ;
L0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ ¼ L0clð2X ; E; FÞ þ L0MþGðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ;
where eE and eF are bundles over the double 2X of X such that eEjX ¼ E
and eF jX ¼ F : For this result and similar relations in case of arbitrary order,
see [22].
(iii) We have
L
m
MþGðX ; g; E; FÞ ¼ LmðX ; g; E; FÞ-L
Nðint X ; E; FÞ: ð34Þ
By virtue of the continuity of edge pseudodifferential operators, cf. [18], we have
the following result:
Theorem 9. Every AALmðX ; g; vÞ induces continuous operators
A :
Ws;gðX ; EÞ
"
HsðY ; J
Þ
-
Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ
"
Hs
mðY ; JþÞ
; sAR; ð35Þ
which are compact in case AAL
NG ðX ; g; vÞ:
Let us now establish the principal symbolic structure of LmðX ; g; vÞ: First, the
upper left corner A of anAALmðX ; g; vÞ belongs to LmclðX ; E; FÞsmooth; cf. Deﬁnition
3. Then there is a homogeneous principal symbol of order m
scðAÞ :¼ scðAÞ : pX E-pX F ; ð36Þ
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pX :TX \0-X : In addition, we have a homogeneous principal boundary symbol of
order m
s@ðAÞ : pY
E 0#Ks;gðRþÞ
"
J

0B@
1CA-pY F
0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
"
Jþ
0B@
1CA; ð37Þ
pY :TY \0-Y ; which is invariantly deﬁned by local terms, i.e., for the amplitude
functions (30). Locally, we set
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ ¼
s@ðacÞðy; ZÞ 0
0 0
 !
þ s@ðcÞðy; ZÞ;
where s@ðcÞ is the homogeneous principal component of the classical operator-
valued symbol cðy; ZÞ; cf. formula (A.11), in particular,
s@ðmÞðy; ZÞ ¼ o1ðtjZj Þt
mopgMð f ÞðyÞo2ðtjZj Þ ð38Þ
in the notation of (A.10). Moreover, we set
s@ðacÞðy; ZÞ ¼o1ðtjZj Þt
m opgMðh0Þðy; ZÞo2ðtjZj Þ
þ ð1
 o1ðtjZj ÞÞt
moptðb0Þðy; ZÞð1
 o3ðtjZj ÞÞ; ð39Þ
cf. formulas (27)–(29).
The homogeneity of s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ is formally analogous to (19). Let us set
sðAÞ ¼ ðscðAÞ; s@ðAÞÞ:
If it is necessary to point out the order of the considered operator, for the pair of
principal symbols sðAÞ of AALmðX ; g; vÞ we also write smðAÞ :¼ ðsmcðAÞ;sm@ðAÞÞ:
Note that every AALmðX ; g; vÞ has a subordinate principal conormal symbol
sMs@ðAÞðy; zÞ : E0y-F 0y
for every yAY ; zAC; Re z ¼ 1
2

 g; which only depends on the upper left corner A of
A; namely
sMs@ðAÞðy; zÞ ¼ ehðy; 0; 0; zÞ þ f ðy; zÞ;
cf. formulas (27) and (A.10).
Theorem 10. Composition of operators induces a map
LmðX ; g; vÞ LnðX ; h;wÞ-LmþnðX ; g 3 h; v 3 wÞ;
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where g ¼ ðg
 m; g
 n
 mÞ; h ¼ ðg; g
 nÞ; g 3 h ¼ ðg; g
 n
 mÞ; and v ¼
ðE0; F ; J0; JþÞ; w ¼ ðE; E0; J
; J0Þ; v 3 w ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ: For the principal symbol
we have
sðABÞ ¼ sðAÞsðBÞ:
If A or B belongs to one of the subspaces with subscript M þ G or G; the same is true
of the composition AB:
The formal adjoint A of an operator AALmðX ; g; vÞ for g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; v ¼
ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ is deﬁned by
ðu;AvÞW0;0ðX ;EÞ"L2ðY ;J
Þ ¼ ðAu; vÞW0;0ðX ;FÞ"L2ðY ;JþÞ ð40Þ
for all uACN0 ðint X ; EÞ"CNðY ; J
Þ; vACN0 ðint X ; FÞ"CNðY ; JþÞ:
Theorem 11. AALmðX ; g; vÞ for g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ implies
AALmðX ; g; vÞ for g :¼ ð
gþ m;
gÞ; v :¼ ðF ; E; Jþ; J
Þ; and we have sðAÞ ¼
sðAÞ; where the formal adjoint s@ðAÞ of the second component of sðAÞ is defined by
ð f ; s@ðAÞgÞL2ðRþ;E0yÞ"J
;y ¼ ðs@ðAÞf ; gÞL2ðRþ;F 0yÞ"Jþ;y
for all fACN0 ðRþ; E0yÞ"J
;y; gACN0 ðRþ; F 0yÞ"Jþ;y:
Deﬁnition 12. An operator AALmðX ; g; vÞ is called SL-elliptic if both (36) and (37)
are isomorphisms.
The bijectivity of (37) is an analogue of the Shapiro–Lopatinskij condition. If this
bijectivity holds, we also call s@ðAÞ SL-elliptic. The bijectivity of (37) for an
s ¼ s0AR is equivalent to that for all sAR:
Theorem 13. If AALmðX ; g; vÞ is SL-elliptic, there exists a parametrix
PAL
mðX ; g
1; v
1Þ where g
1 ¼ ðg
 m; gÞ; v
1 ¼ ðF ; E; Jþ; J
Þ; i.e.
Cl :¼ 1
PAAL
NG ðX ; gl ; vlÞ and Cr :¼ 1
APAL
NG ðX ; gr; vrÞ;
where gl ¼ ðg; gÞ; vl ¼ ðE; E; J
; J
Þ and gr ¼ ðg
 m; g
 mÞ; vr ¼ ðF ; F ; Jþ; JþÞ:
Theorem 10 entails sðPÞ ¼ s
1ðAÞ with componentwise inversion.
Remark 14. IfAALmðX ; g; vÞ is SL-elliptic, the operator (35) is Fredholm for every
sAR; and the parametrix P can be chosen in such a way that the smoothing
remainders are projections of ﬁnite rank, where Cl projects to kerA and Cr to a
complement of imA for every ﬁxed s; kerA is independent of s as well as
dim cokerA; i.e., indA is independent of s:
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Remark 15. Let AAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; vÞ for v :¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; and let
A :
L2ðX ; EÞ
"
L2ðY ; J
Þ
-
L2ðX ; FÞ
"
L2ðY ; JþÞ
be a Fredholm operator. Then A is SL-elliptic.
For references below we want to formulate the following result:
Theorem 16. For every g; mAR and any bundle EAVectðX Þ there exists an elliptic
operator R
m
EAL
mðX ; ðg; g
 mÞ; E; EÞ such that scðRmEÞðxÞ ¼ jxjm idE ;
R
m
E :W
s;gðX ; EÞ-Ws
m;g
mðX ; EÞ
is an isomorphism for all sAR; and ðRmEÞ
1AL
mðX ; ðg
 m; gÞ; E; EÞ:
Theorem 16 corresponds to [22, Theorem 4.2.8]; the version in [22] is more precise
insofar that the operators RmE even belong to operator spaces with constant discrete
asymptotics. These spaces are contained in the present ones.
The constructions of this section can easily be generalised to the case of lower
order operators, i.e., we can speak of classes Lm
jðX ; g; vÞ with g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; v ¼
ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; and jAN: For jX1 we require in (i) and (ii) of the beginning of this
subsection that A belongs to L
m
j
cl ðint X ; E; FÞ and the components of the local
amplitude function a to Rm
jðO Rq; gÞ; cf. (31), and g belongs to Rm
jG ðO
Rq; g; ðk; l; j
; jþÞÞ:
The corresponding subclass of Green operators is denoted by L
m
j
G ðX ; g; vÞ and
the spaces of upper left corners by Lm
jðX ; g; E; FÞ an Lm
jG ðX ; g; E; FÞ; respectively.
Instead of relation (34) we have
L
m
j
G ðX ; g; E; FÞ ¼ Lm
jðX ; g; E; FÞ-L
Nðint X ; E; FÞ; jX1:
For AALm
jðX ; g; vÞ we can also introduce the pair
sm
jðAÞ ¼ ðsm
jc ðAÞ; sm
j@ ðAÞÞ
of principal interior symbol and boundary symbol. The scheme is the same as for
j ¼ 0: We then have
Lm
ð jþ1ÞðX ; g; vÞ ¼ fAALm
jðX ; g; vÞ : sm
jðAÞ ¼ 0g:
As a generalisation of Theorem 10 we have ABALmþn
ð jþkÞðyÞ provided
AALm
jðyÞ and BALn
kðyÞ: Moreover, smþn
ð jþkÞðABÞ ¼ sm
jðAÞsn
kðBÞ:
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3. Operators with global projection conditions
3.1. Constructions for boundary symbols
Using the operator convention (33), for every aðmÞðx; xÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ there
exists an element AgALmðX ; g; E; FÞ; g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; for arbitrary gAR; such that
scðAÞ ¼ aðmÞ: Let
opg : S
ðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ-LmðX ; g; E; FÞ ð41Þ
denote the map which follows from such a construction. Clearly, (41) is not
canonical (and not necessarily linear), but it is a right inverse of the principal
symbolic map
sc : LmðX ; g; E; FÞ-SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ:
Let SðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ for g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ denote the space of all homogeneous
principal boundary symbols
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ : pY E 0#Ks;gðRþÞ-pY F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ; ð42Þ
pY :TY \0-Y ; belonging to elements AALmðX ; g; E; FÞ:
Moreover, set
S
ðmÞ
MþGðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ ¼ fs@ðAÞ: AALmMþGðX ; g; E; FÞg;
and deﬁne S
ðmÞ
G ðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ in a similar manner in terms of the space of Green
operators LmGðX ; g; E; FÞ:
Observe that ðy; ZÞ-wise operators (42) are elements of the cone algebra on Rþ
with weight control of breadth e for some e40 relative to the weights g and g
 m;
respectively. From the cone theory we have an interior symbolic structure in
ðt; tÞATRþ\0 which is the standard one of classical pseudodifferential operators on
Rþ{t; the exit symbolic structure that is responsible for t-N and the principal
conormal symbolic structure for t-0
sMs@ðAÞðy; zÞ : E0y-F 0y; yAY ; zAC; Re z ¼ 12
 g:
Let us set TY X :¼ TX jY ; and let
SðmÞðTY X \0; E0; F 0Þ ¼ SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞjT
Y
X \0 ð43Þ
denote the space of all restrictions of elements of SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ to TY X \0:
Setting A ¼ opgðaðmÞÞ for an aðmÞðx; xÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ; the operator family (42)
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admits to recover aðmÞjT
Y
X \0AS
ðmÞðTY X \0; E; FÞ in a unique way which gives us a
linear map
s0c : S
ðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ-SðmÞðTY X \0; E0; F 0Þ;
where
ker s0c ¼ SðmÞMþGðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ: ð44Þ
Remark 17. For a pair ðpc; p@ÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ  SðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ
there exists an AALmðX ; g; E; FÞ with sðAÞ ¼ ðpc; p@Þ if and only if s0cðp@Þ ¼
pcjT
Y
X \0:
Remark 18. For every choice of opg the composition s@opg induces a
linear map
s@ opg : S
ðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ-SðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ=SðmÞMþGðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ:
An element of SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ is called elliptic, if it deﬁnes an isomorphism
pX E-p

X F :
Theorem 19. Assume there exists a nowhere vanishing vector field on
Y ¼ @X : Then for every gAR the map opg can be chosen in such a way
that the ellipticity of aðmÞðx; xÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ entails the Fredholm
property of
bðmÞðy; ZÞ :¼ s@opgðaðmÞÞðy; ZÞ : E0y#Ks;gðRþÞ
-F 0y#K
s
m;g
mðRþÞ ð45Þ
for every ðy; ZÞATY \0:
For general X a similar result holds up to stabilisation. By that we mean an elliptic
symbol
eaðmÞðx; xÞASðmÞðTX \0; E" eE; F" eEÞ
for some eEAVectðXÞ such that
eaðmÞðx; xÞjSX ¼ aðmÞðx; xÞjSX"idpX eE:
Here SX is the unit sphere bundle induced by TX :
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Theorem 20. For a given elliptic aðmÞðx; xÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ there is an eEAVectðXÞ
such that for a suitable choice of the map opg; gAR;
ebðmÞðy; ZÞ :¼ s@ðopgðeaðmÞÞÞðy; ZÞ : ðE" eEÞy#Ks;gðRþÞ
-ðF" eEÞy#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
is a Fredholm operator for every ðy; ZÞATY \0:
A proof of Theorems 19 and 20 will be given in Section 3.5.
Remark 21. If aðmÞ is elliptic, the operator (45) is Fredholm for any s ¼ s0AR and
Za0 if and only if the principal conormal symbol
sMs@opgðaðmÞÞðy; zÞ : E0y-F 0y
is a family of isomorphisms for all yAY ; Re z ¼ 1
2

 g: In that case bðmÞðy; ZÞ is
Fredholm for all sAR; ker bðmÞðy; ZÞ is independent of s and a ﬁnite-dimensional
subspace of E0y#S
gðRþÞe for some e40: Moreover, there is a ﬁnite-dimensional
subspace of F 0y#S
g
mðRþÞe for some e40 which is direct to im bðmÞðy; ZÞ and spans
together with im bðmÞðy; ZÞ the space F 0y#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ for all sAR: This is true for
all yAY :
3.2. SL-ellipticity of boundary value problems
Let bðmÞðy; ZÞASðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ be an element such that
bðmÞðy; ZÞ : E0y#Ks;gðRþÞ-F 0y#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ ð46Þ
is Fredholm for every sAR and ðy; ZÞATY \0; cf. Theorem 19. Because of the
homogeneity bðmÞðy; lZÞ ¼ lmklbðmÞðy; ZÞk
1l for all l40 it is often sufﬁcient to
consider bðmÞ on the unit cosphere bundle SY : Let us denote that restriction simply
again by bðmÞ: We then have an index element
indSY bðmÞAKðSYÞ:
If ebðmÞASðmÞðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ is another choice such that s0cðebðmÞÞ ¼ s0cðbðmÞÞ; relation
(44) gives us
bðmÞ 
 ebðmÞASðmÞMþGðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ:
ebðmÞðy; ZÞ is not necessarily a Fredholm family in the sense of (46). Moreover, if this is
the case, it may happen that indSY bðmÞaindSY ebðmÞ:
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Now let AALmðX ; g; vÞ; v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; be an SL-elliptic operator and let
AALmðX ; g; E; FÞ be the upper left corner of A: If bðmÞ ¼ s@ðAÞ we then have a
Fredholm family (46) and
indSY s@ðAÞ ¼ ½p1Jþ 
 ½p1J
; ð47Þ
p1 : SY-Y : Thus, as in the calculus of boundary value problems with the
transmission property, we have
indSY s@ðAÞAp1KðYÞ; ð48Þ
cf. relation (5). Hence (48) is a necessary condition for A to be SL-elliptic.
Given an elliptic symbol aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ we may ask, whether to a given
weight gAR there is an SL-elliptic operator AALmðX ; g; vÞ for a suitable choice of
bundles J7AVectðYÞ such that aðmÞ ¼ scðAÞ:
Theorem 22. Let aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ be elliptic, let gAR; and let A :¼ opgðaðmÞÞ be
chosen in such a way that (45) is a family of Fredholm operators. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists an SL-elliptic AALmðX ; g; vÞ for v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ for suitable
J
; JþAVectðY Þ such that aðmÞ ¼ scðAÞ:
(ii) indSY s@ðAÞAp1KðY Þ:
Proof. After the discussion before it remains to show ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ: By assumption there
exist J7AVectðYÞ such that (47) holds. By Theorem 50 below there exists a
gðmÞðy; ZÞASðmÞG ðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ such that (in the notation of (45))
kerðbðmÞ þ gðmÞÞðy; ZÞDJþ;y; cokerðbðmÞ þ gðmÞÞðy; ZÞDJ
;y
for all ðy; ZÞATY \0; independently of the speciﬁc s: Similarly to Theorem 49(ii) we
can ﬁll up the family of Fredholm operators ðbðmÞ þ gðmÞÞðy; ZÞ to a (smooth) family
of isomorphisms
bðmÞ þ gðmÞ kðmÞ
cðmÞ 0
 !
ðy; ZÞ :
E0y#K
s;gðRþÞ
"
J
;y
-
F 0y#K
s
m;g
mðRþÞ
"
Jþ;y
; ð49Þ
ﬁrst for all ðy; ZÞASY and then for all ðy; ZÞATY \0 by homogeneity of order m
(according to a relation of the kind (19)). In addition, since CN0 ðRþÞ is dense in
Ks;gðRþÞ; for every s; gAR; the potential part kðmÞðy; ZÞ can be chosen as a map
kðmÞ : pY J
-p

Y F
0#CN0 ðRþÞ; while cðmÞðy; ZÞ may be represented by an element in
pY ðJþ"ðE0Þ#CN0 ðRþÞÞ such that the map cðmÞðy; ZÞ is deﬁned by an integrationRN
0
ðcðmÞðy; ZÞðtÞ; uðtÞÞE0y dt; where ð; ÞE0y denotes the pairing between E 0y and
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its dual ðE0yÞ: Let us now restrict gðmÞ; kðmÞ; cðmÞ to a coordinate neighbourhood U 0j on
Y and interpret the variables y as local coordinates in ODRq with respect
to a chart U 0j-O: Then, if wðZÞ is a zero excision function, we obtain operator-
valued symbols
gðy; ZÞ ¼ wðZÞgðmÞðy; ZÞASmclðO Rq;Ks;gðRþ;CkÞ;KN;g
mðRþ;CkÞÞ;
kðy; ZÞ ¼ wðZÞkðmÞðy; ZÞASmclðO Rq;Cj
 ;KN;g
mðRþ;CkÞÞ;
cðy; ZÞ ¼ wðZÞcðmÞðy; ZÞASmclðO Rq;Ks;gðRþ;CkÞ;CjþÞ
for all sAR; where k and j7 are the ﬁbre dimensions of the bundles E; F and J7;
respectively. Let Gj; Kj and Cj denote the pullbacks of OpðgÞ; OpðkÞ and OpðcÞ from
O to U 0j with respect to the charts and the trivialisations of the involved bundles. If
Y ¼ U 01,?,U 0N is a covering by such coordinate neighbourhoods, fjjg a
subordinate partition of unity, and cjAC
N
0 ðU 0j Þ with jjcj ¼ jj ; we can pass to an
operator
G K
C 0
 !
:¼
XN
j¼0
jjs 0
0 jj
 !
Gj Kj
Cj 0
 !
cjes 0
0 cj
 !
:
Here, s and es are cut-off functions supported close to the boundary. Then
A :¼ opgðaðmÞÞþG
C
K
0
 
belongs toLmðX ; g; vÞ for v ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ and s@ðAÞ is equal
to (49), while aðmÞ ¼ scðopgðaðmÞÞ þ GÞ ¼ scðAÞ: &
Remark 23. Under the assumptions of Theorem 22(ii) it is even possible to construct
AALmðX ; g; vÞ in such a way that A ¼ opgðaðmÞÞ is equal to the upper left corner
of A:
To verify this, it sufﬁces to set J
 ¼ CN
 for a sufﬁciently large N
 and to choose
some homogeneous potential symbol kðmÞ : pYC
N
-pY F
0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ such that
ðbðmÞ kðmÞÞ : pY
E0#Ks;gðRþÞ
"
CN

0B@
1CA-pY F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ ð50Þ
is surjective. For sufﬁciently large N
 this is possible, and then
kerðbðmÞ kðmÞÞAVectðY Þ can be taken as a copy of Jþ: Finally, (50) can be ﬁlled up
by a second row ðcðmÞ qðmÞÞ to a block matrix isomorphism which plays the role of
s@ðAÞ: Then we can pass to a corresponding operator A by a similar scheme as in
the proof of Theorem 22.
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The following proposition states that the topological obstruction for the
existence of elliptic SL-conditions is not affected by the choice of the operator
convention opg:
Proposition 24. Let aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ be elliptic and
fopg : SðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ-LmðX ; g; E; FÞ
be another choice of an operator convention in the sense of (41). If for
A :¼ opgðaðmÞÞ and eA :¼ fopgðaðmÞÞ both s@ðAÞ and s@ð eAÞ are families of Fredholm
operators
E0y#K
s;gðRþÞ-F 0y#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ; ðy; ZÞATY \0;
then indSY s@ðAÞ belongs to p1KðYÞ if and only if indSY s@ð eAÞ does.
Proof. s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ can be written in the form
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ ¼ s@ðacÞðy; ZÞ þ s@ðm þ gÞðy; ZÞ;
where s@ðacÞ is of the form (39), s@ðmÞ of the form (38), and
s@ðgÞASðmÞG ðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ:
Similarly, we have
s@ð eAÞðy; ZÞ ¼ s@ðeacÞðy; ZÞ þ s@ðem þ egÞðy; ZÞ:
By virtue of s@ðacÞ 
 s@ðeacÞASðmÞMþGðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ; without loss of generality we
may assume s@ðacÞ ¼ s@ðeacÞ: In addition, since elements of SðmÞG ðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ
represent families of compact operators, the property of ind s@ðAÞ or ind s@ð eAÞ to
belong to p1KðYÞ is not affected by a Green summand. Therefore, s@ðgÞ and s@ðegÞ
may be ignored.
There exists an N
AN and an injective morphism
kðmÞ : p1C
N
-p1F
0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ;
(pointwise mapping to F 0y#C
N
0 ðRþÞ) such that both
ðs@ðAÞ kðmÞÞ : p1
E0#Ks;gðRþÞ
"
CN

0B@
1CA-p1F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
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and
ðs@ð eAÞ kðmÞÞ : p1 E
0#Ks;gðRþÞ
"
CN

0B@
1CA-p1F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ ð51Þ
are surjective (as usual, the choice of s is unessential).
Set bðmÞ :¼ ðs@ðAÞ kðmÞÞ and ebðmÞ :¼ ðs@ð eAÞ kðmÞÞ: Observe that the property
indSY s@ðAÞAp1KðYÞ is equivalent to the fact that for sufﬁciently large N
 the
bundle Lþ :¼ ker bðmÞAVectðSYÞ may be represented by a system of trivialisations
where the transition isomorphisms only depend on y; not on the covariable Z:
Clearly, we have indSY s@ðAÞAp1KðYÞ if and only if indSY bðmÞAp1KðYÞ; and the
same for the operator families with tilde.
Let eb
1ðmÞðy; ZÞ denote a right inverse of s@ð eAÞðy; ZÞ; it can be calculated within our
class of boundary symbols. In fact, in case m ¼ g ¼ 0 the right-inverse is equal to
s@ð eAÞðs@ð eAÞs@ð eAÞÞ
1 which has the required structure due to the algebra property
of boundary symbols. The general case then can be treated by using order reducing
operators, cf. Theorem 16.
Since bðmÞ 
 ebðmÞ ¼ ðs@ðm 
 emÞ 0Þ; we obtain that bðmÞðy; ZÞeb
1ðmÞðy; ZÞ 
 1 ¼:
s@ðnÞðy; ZÞ þ lð0Þðy; ZÞ belongs to Sð0ÞMþGðTY \0; ðg
 m; g
 mÞ; F 0; F 0ÞjSY ; here nðy; ZÞ
is a smoothing Mellin family of a similar form as (38) (for m ¼ 0) and
lð0Þðy; ZÞASð0ÞG ðTY \0; ðg
 m; g
 mÞ; F 0; F 0ÞjSY : We have
indSY ð1þ s@ðnÞ þ lð0ÞÞ ¼ indSY ð1þ s@ðnÞÞAp1KðY Þ;
because lð0Þ takes values in compact operators and s@ðnÞðy; ZÞ is independent of Z on
SY : From
indSY ebðmÞ ¼ indSY bðmÞ 
 indSY ð1þ lð0ÞÞ
we then immediately obtain the assertion. &
The obstruction for the existence of elliptic SL-conditions is also not affected by
the choice of the parameter gAR in the operator convention opg:
Proposition 25. Let aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ be elliptic. Let Ag :¼ opgðaðmÞÞ and Aeg :¼
opegðaðmÞÞ for g;egAR; and assume that for all ðy; ZÞATY \0 both
s@ðAgÞðy; ZÞ : E0y#Ks;gðRþÞ-F 0y#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
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and
s@ðAegÞðy; ZÞ : E0y#Ks;egðRþÞ-F 0y#Ks
m;eg
mðRþÞ
are Fredholm operators.
Then indSY s@ðAgÞAp1KðYÞ if and only if indSY s@ðAegÞAp1KðYÞ:
Proof. Starting from the operators
Ag :W
s;gðX ; EÞ-Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ;
Aeg :Ws
gþeg;egðX ; EÞ-Ws
m;gþeg;eg
mðX ; FÞ;
which are continuous for all sAR; we pass to eAg :¼ ðRg
egF Þ
1AegRg
egE ALmðX ; g; E; FÞ;
using the order reducing operators from Theorem 16. We then have scðAgÞ ¼
scð eAgÞ ¼ aðmÞ; hence, setting A :¼ Ag and eA :¼ eAg; the boundary symbols s@ðAÞ and
s@ð eAÞ satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 24. To complete the proof it sufﬁces to
note that indSY s@ð eAgÞAp1KðY Þ is equivalent to indSY s@ðAegÞAp1KðY Þ; since both
indSY s@ðRg
egF Þ
1 and indSY s@ðRg
egE Þ are equal to zero. &
3.3. Boundary value problems with projection data
In the previous section we have seen that elliptic SL-conditions to a given operator
AALmðX ; g; vÞ can only exist under condition (ii) of Theorem 22. If this is not the
case, one has to pass to another kind of conditions that we call global projection
conditions.
Let us ﬁx v :¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ for E; FAVectðXÞ and L7 :¼ ðP7; J7; L7Þ; cf. (ii) in
Section 1.2.
Deﬁnition 26. The space TmðX ; g; vÞ for g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ with g; mAR is deﬁned to be
the space of all operators
A :
Ws;gðX ; EÞ Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ
" - "
PsðY ;L
Þ Ps
mðY ;LþÞ
; sAR; ð52Þ
such that
(i) A (the upper left corner of A) belongs to LmðX ; g; E; FÞ; cf. Section 2.3,
(ii) There exists an fAALmðX ; g; bÞ; b ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ; such that
A ¼ PþfAR
; ð53Þ
where the operators Pþ and R
 have the same meaning as in Section 1.2.
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Let TmMþGðX ; g; vÞ (respectively TmGðX ; g; vÞ) denote the subspace of all
AATmðX ; g; vÞ such that fAALmMþGðX ; g; vÞ (respectively LmGðX ; g; vÞ) in the
representation (53). Moreover, let
TmðX ; g; E; FÞ; TmMþGðX ; g; E; FÞ and TmGðX ; g; E; FÞ
be the spaces of upper left corners in the respective classes of 2 2-block matrices.
Finally, T
NG ðX ; g; vÞ will denote the set of all operators (53) whereeAAL
NG ðX ; g; bÞ; and we write T
NG ðX ; g; E; FÞ for the corresponding space of
upper left corners.
The principal symbolic structure of TmðX ; g; vÞ consists of pairs sðAÞ :¼
ðscðAÞ; s@ðAÞÞ; where scðAÞ :¼ scðAÞ for the upper left corner A of A is the
standard homogeneous principal symbol,
scðAÞ : pX E-pX F ; ð54Þ
pX : TX \0-X ; while s@ðAÞ is the homogeneous principal boundary symbol
s@ðAÞ :
pY E
0#Ks;gðRþÞ pY F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
" - "
L
 Lþ
; ð55Þ
pY : TY \0-Y ; given as the composition
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ :¼
1 0
0 pþðy; ZÞ
 !
s@ðfAÞðy; ZÞ 1 0
0 r
ðy; ZÞ;
 !
;
where s@ðfAÞ is the boundary symbol of fA; cf. formula (53), pþðy; ZÞ is the
homogeneous principal symbol of Pþ and r
ðy; ZÞ : L
;ðy;ZÞ-ðpY J
Þðy;ZÞ the
canonical embedding.
Theorem 27. Let g ¼ ðg
 n; g
 ðmþ nÞÞ; v ¼ ðE0; F ;L0;LþÞ and h ¼ ðg; g
 nÞ; w ¼
ðE; E0;L
;L0Þ: Then composition of operators induces a map
TmðX ; g; vÞ TnðX ; h;wÞ-TmþnðX ; g 3 h; v 3 wÞ;
where g 3 h ¼ ðg; g
 ðmþ nÞÞ and v 3 w ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ: For the principal symbol we
have
sðABÞ ¼ sðAÞsðBÞ
with componentwise multiplication. If A or B belongs to one of the subspaces with
subscript M þ G or G; the same is true of the composition.
This assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10 and of Deﬁnition 26.
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Note that TmðX ; g; vÞ with g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ can be identiﬁed
with the set of compositions A ¼ PþfAP
 with fAALmðX ; g; bÞ as in Deﬁnition
26(ii). Passing to the formal adjoint A as in (40), the following theorem is a
consequence of the fact that the largerLmðÞ-classes remain preserved under formal
adjoints, cf. Theorem 11.
Theorem 28. AATmðX ; g; vÞ with g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ implies
AATmðX ; g; vÞ for g ¼ ð
gþ m; gÞ; v ¼ ðF ; E;Lþ;L
Þ; and L7 ¼
ðP7; J7; scðP7ÞJ7Þ: Moreover, we have sðAÞ ¼ sðAÞ:
Consider any AATmðX ; g; vÞ for v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ in the notation of Deﬁnition
26 and an operator BATmðX ; g;wÞ for w :¼ ðV ; W ;M
;MþÞ; V ; WAVectðX Þ;
triples M7 ¼ ðQ7; G7; M7Þ with G7AVectðY Þ; M7AVectðTY \0Þ; and projec-
tions Q7AL0clðY ; G7; G7Þ that have corresponding principal symbols. There is then
a direct sum
A"BATmðX ; g; v"wÞ;
deﬁned in a canonical way, where v"w :¼ ðE"V ; F"W ;L
"M
;Lþ"MþÞ for
L
"M
 :¼ ðP
"Q
; J
"G
; L
"M
Þ
and, similarly, Lþ"Mþ: Then, for all sAR;
A"B :
Ws;gðX ; E"VÞ Ws
m;g
mðX ; F"WÞ
" - "
PsðY ;L
"M
Þ Ps
mðY ;Lþ"MþÞ:
Using in Deﬁnition 26 the classes Lm
jðX ; g; E; FÞ andLm
jðX ; g; bÞ; introduced in
the end of Section 2.3, we also have the subspacesTm
jðX ; g; vÞ; jAN: There is then
a corresponding pair sm
jðÞ :¼ ðsm
jc ðÞ;sm
j@ ðÞÞ of principal interior and boundary
symbols of order m
 j; where smðÞ just corresponds to (54) and (55). We then have
Tm
ð jþ1ÞðX ; g; vÞ ¼ fAATm
jðX ; g; vÞ : sm
jðAÞ ¼ 0g; jAN:
Proposition 29. Let AATmðX ; g; vÞ and sðAÞ ¼ 0: Then we have AATm
1ðX ; g; vÞ;
and A as an operator (52) is compact for every sAR:
Proof. Let us write A in the form (53) for an fAALmðX ; g; bÞ: If we set
fA0 :¼ 1 0
0 Pþ
 !fA 1 0
0 P

 !
;
we also have A ¼ PþfA0R
; and sðAÞ ¼ 0 implies sðfA0Þ ¼ 0; the latter symbol
refers to LmðX ; g; bÞ: This gives us fA0ALm
1ðX ; g; bÞ; which entails
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AATm
1ðX ; g; vÞ: The compactness of (52) follows from the compactness of fA0 in
usual Sobolev spaces. &
Proposition 30. Let AjATm
jðX ; g; vÞ; jAN; be a given sequence such that the e-
weight in the Green operators (cf. Definition A3) involved in Aj is independent of j.
Then there exists an AATmðX ; g; vÞ; which is unique modulo T
NG ðX ; g; vÞ; such that
AB
PN
j¼0 Aj; i.e., for every NAN
A

XN
j¼0
AjATm
ðNþ1ÞðX ; g; vÞ:
The proof is an easy consequence of a corresponding result for the space
LmðX ; g; bÞ:
3.4. Ellipticity of boundary value problems with projection data
Deﬁnition 31. An operator AATmðX ; g; vÞ with g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ and v ¼
ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ is called elliptic, if both (54) and (55) are isomorphisms.
The condition that (55) is an isomorphism is independent of s: If it is satisﬁed for
an s ¼ s0AR then so is for all sAR:
Let us now show that (in contrast to SL-conditions) there is no obstruction for the
existence of elliptic global projection conditions.
Theorem 32. Let aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ be an arbitrary elliptic element. Then
there exists an eEAVectðXÞ such that for every gAR there exist triples L7 ¼
ðP7; J7; L7Þ; L7 ¼ L7ðgÞ; and an elliptic operator AATmðX ; g;evÞ with g ¼
ðg; g
 mÞ and ev ¼ ðE" eE; F" eE;L
;LþÞ; such that scðAÞ ¼ eaðmÞ (in the notation of
Theorem 20).
Proof. For notational convenience assume eE ¼ 0 (the construction in the
general case with eaðmÞ instead of aðmÞ is completely analogous).
According to Theorem 20 we choose an operator Ag ¼ opgðaðmÞÞALmðX ; g; E; FÞ
such that bðmÞðy; ZÞ :¼ s@ðAgÞðy; ZÞ represents a family of Fredholm
operators (45).
Choose elements L7AVectðSY Þ such that ½Lþ 
 ½L
 ¼ indSY bðmÞ: Then, by
Theorem 50, we ﬁnd a family of isomorphisms
bðmÞ þ gðmÞ kðmÞ
cðmÞ 0
 !
ðy; ZÞ :
E0y#K
s;gðRþÞ F 0y#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
" - "
L
;ðy;ZÞ Lþ;ðy;ZÞ;
; ð56Þ
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where gðmÞAS
ðmÞ
G ðTY \0; g; E0; F 0Þ is a suitably chosen Green boundary symbol such
that
LþDkerðbðmÞ þ gðmÞÞ; L
DcokerðbðmÞ þ gðmÞÞ;
while kðmÞ and cðmÞ are smooth families that are ðy; ZÞ-wise of the type of potential and
trace symbols, where
kðmÞðy; lZÞ ¼ lmklkðmÞðy; ZÞ; cðmÞðy; lZÞ ¼ lmcðmÞðy; ZÞk
1l
for all lARþ; ðy; ZÞATY \0: For convenience, bundles L7 on SY will be identiﬁed
with their pullbacks to TY \0 under the canonical projection ðy; ZÞ-ðy; Z=jZjÞ:
Choose arbitrary bundles J7AVectðYÞ such that L7 are subbundles of p1J7: From
(56) we can pass to a homomorphism
bðmÞ þ gðmÞ ekðmÞecðmÞ 0
 !
: pY
E0#Ks;gðRþÞ
"
J

0B@
1CA-pY F
0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ
"
Jþ
0B@
1CA ð57Þ
by extending kðmÞ to ekðmÞ by zero on a complementary bundle L>
 to L
 in pY J
;
while ecðmÞ is deﬁned by composing cðmÞ with the embedding Lþ-pY Jþ:
As in the proof of Theorem 22 we can form an operator fAALmðX ; g; bÞ for
b ¼ ðE; F ; J
; JþÞ which has (57) as its principal boundary symbol. In addition, the
projections pY J7-L7 along complementary bundles L
>
7 of L7 in p

Y J7 can be
interpreted as principal symbols of projections P7AL0clðY ; J7; J7Þ; cf. Remark 1.
Then, forming A by formula (53), we obtain an elliptic element AATmðX ; g; vÞ for
v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ; L7 ¼ ðP7; J7; L7Þ; with scðAÞ ¼ aðmÞ: &
Theorem 33. For every elliptic operator AATmðX ; g; vÞ; g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; v ¼
ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ; there exists an elliptic operator BATmðX ; g;wÞ for w ¼
ðF ; E;M
;MþÞ with suitable triples M7 ¼ ðQ7;CN ; M7Þ with projections
Q7AL0clðY ;CN ;CNÞ and M7AVectðSY Þ; such that A"BALmðX ; g; bÞ for
b ¼ ðE"F ; F"E;CN ;CNÞ is SL-elliptic.
Proof. The upper left corner A ofA belongs to LmðX ; g; E; FÞ; let us form the formal
adjoint A which is an element of LmðX ; g; F ; EÞ for g ¼ ð
gþ m;
gÞ: The
deﬁnition of A is based on the relation
ðAu; vÞW0;0ðX ;FÞ ¼ ðu; AvÞW0;0ðX ;EÞ
for all uACN0 ðint X ; EÞ; vACN0 ðint X ; FÞ which is compatible with the ðy; ZÞ-wise
formal adjoint on the level of principal boundary symbols
ðs@ðAÞðy; ZÞf ; gÞK0;0ðRþ;CkÞ ¼ ð f ; s@ðAÞðy; ZÞgÞK0;0ðRþ;CkÞ;
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where s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ deﬁnes a bundle morphism
s@ðAÞ : pY F 0#Ks;
gþmðRþÞ-pY E0#Ks
m;
gðRþÞ
which is Fredholm for every sAR where
indSY s@ðAÞ ¼ 
indSY s@ðAÞ:
Choosing any N such that L7AVectðSYÞ have complementary bundles
M7AVectðSY Þ in CN ; i.e., L7"M7 ¼ CN ; we have
indSY s@ðAÞ ¼ ½Mþ 
 ½M
:
From Theorem 16 we have order and weight reducing isomorphisms
R
m
2g
E :W
s;
gðX ; EÞ-Ws
mþ2g;g
mðX ; EÞ
and
R
m
2g
F :W
s;
gþmðX ; FÞ-Ws
mþ2g;gðX ; FÞ:
Let us pass from A to the operator B :¼ Rm
2gE AðRm
2gF Þ
1ALmðX ; g; F ; EÞ which
has the property
indSY s@ðBÞ ¼ indSY s@ðAÞ:
As in the proof of Theorem 32 we ﬁnd an element gðmÞAS
ðmÞ
G ðTY \0; g; F ; EÞ such
that
MþDkerðs@ðBÞ þ gðmÞÞ; M
Dcokerðs@ðBÞ þ gðmÞÞ;
and we can form triples M7 ¼ ðQ7;CN ; M7Þ with a choice of projections
Q7AL0clðY ;CN ; M7Þ having the projections CN-M7 along L7 as principal
symbols. The constructions of the proof of Theorem 32 then give us an elliptic
operator BATmðX ; g;wÞ with the desired properties. &
Remark 34. Setting fA ¼A"B we have
A ¼ PþfAR
 and B ¼ P>þfAR>
 ;
where Pþ ¼ diagð1; PþÞ and R
 ¼ diagð1; R
Þ are as in (51), while P>þ ¼
diagð1; QþÞ; R>
 ¼ diagð1; R>
 Þ; with R>
 being the canonical embedding
PsðY ;M
Þ-HsðY ;CNÞ:
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Deﬁnition 35. Let AATmðX ; g; vÞ; g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ; v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ: An operator
PAT
mðX ; g
1; v
1Þ for g
1 ¼ ðg
 m; gÞ; v
1 ¼ ðF ; E;Lþ;L
Þ; is called a parame-
trix of A; if
Cl :¼ I
PAAT
NG ðX ; gl ; vlÞ; Cr :¼ I
APAT
NG ðX ; gr; vrÞ ð58Þ
for gl ¼ ðg; gÞ; vl ¼ ðE; E;L
;L
Þ and gr ¼ ðg
 m; g
 mÞ; vr ¼ ðF ; F ;Lþ;LþÞ:
With the notation of Deﬁnitions 31 and 35 we have:
Theorem 36. Every elliptic operator AATmðX ; g; vÞ has a parametrix
PAT
mðX ; g
1; v
1Þ:
Proof. Let us apply Theorem 33 to A and form fA ¼A"BALmðX ; g; bÞ with
some complementary elliptic operator B: By virtue of Theorem 13 we have a
parametrix ePAL
mðX ; g
1; b
1Þ where sðePÞ ¼ s
1ðfAÞ: Let us set
P0 ¼ diagð1; P
ÞeP diagð1; RþÞ;
where Rþ : Ps
mðY ;LþÞ-Hs
mðY ; JþÞ is the canonical embedding and
P
AL0clðY ; J
; L
Þ the projection involved in L
: Then we have
P0A ¼ diagð1; P
ÞePdiagð1; PþÞfAdiagð1; R
Þ:
It follows that for Cl :¼ I
P0AAT0ðX ; gl ; vlÞ we have sðClÞ ¼ 0; i.e.,
ClAT
1ðX ; gl ; vlÞ; cf. Proposition 29. Applying Proposition 30 we ﬁnd an operator
DlAT
1ðX ; gl ; vlÞ; such that ðIþDlÞðI
 ClÞ ¼ I modulo T
NG ðX ; gl ; vlÞ; it
sufﬁces to form the asymptotic sum Dl :¼
PN
j¼1 C
j
l : This yields ðIþDlÞP0A ¼ 1
modulo T
NG ðX ; gl ; vlÞ; and hence Pl :¼ IþDlP0AT
mðX ; g
1; v
1Þ is a left
parametrix of A: In a similar manner we ﬁnd a right parametrix; thus we may
take P :¼ Pl : &
Theorem 37. Let AATmðX ; g; vÞ be elliptic. Then
A :
Ws;gðX ; EÞ Ws
m;g
mðX ; FÞ
" - "
PsðY ;L
Þ Ps
mðY ;LþÞ
ð59Þ
is a Fredholm operator for every sAR: The parametrix P in Theorem 36 can be chosen
in such a way that the smoothing remainders are projections of finite rank, where Cl
projects to kerA and Cr to a complement of imA for every fixed s; kerA is
independent of s as well as dim cokerA; i.e., indA is independent of s.
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Proof. The Fredholm property of (59) is a direct consequence of the fact that the
remainders Cl and Cr in relation (58) are compact operators, cf. also Proposition 30.
The second part of Theorem 37 is a consequence of general facts on elliptic operators
that are always satisﬁed when we have elliptic regularity in the respective scales of
spaces. &
As a converse statement to Theorem 37, ellipticity is not only sufﬁcient but also
necessary for the Fredholm property:
Theorem 38. Let AAT0ðX ; g; vÞ for g ¼ ð0; 0Þ; v ¼ ðE; F ;L
;LþÞ be given. Assume
that
A :
L2ðX ; EÞ L2ðX ; FÞ
" - "
P0ðY ;L
Þ P0ðY ;LþÞ
ð60Þ
is a Fredholm operator. Then A is elliptic.
Proof. Let us writeA ¼ A11A21 A12A22
 
in (60) and set L>
 ¼ ð1
 P
; J
; scð1
 P
ÞJ
Þ:
Then
L2ðY ; J
Þ ¼ P0ðY ; L
Þ"P0ðY ; L>
 Þ;
and we deﬁne BAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; ðE; F ; J
; Jþ"J
ÞÞ by
B :
L2ðX ; EÞ L2ðX ; FÞ L2ðX ; FÞ
L2ðX ; EÞ " " " L2ðX ; FÞ
" ¼ P0ðY ; L
Þ !C P0ðY ; LþÞ + L2ðY ; JþÞ ¼ "
L2ðX ; J
Þ " " " L2ðY ; Jþ"J
Þ
P0ðY ; L>
 Þ P0ðY ; L>
 Þ L2ðY ; J
Þ
;
where the mapping C is given by
A11 A12 0
A21 A22 0
0 0 1
0B@
1CA:
Then obviously dim kerB ¼ dim kerAoN: Moreover, kerBB ¼ kerB ¼
ðimBBÞ> and BB has closed range, since CC has. Therefore
BBAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; ðE; F ; J
; J
ÞÞ is a Fredholm operator, hence elliptic by Remark
15. This implies that both scðAÞ and s@ðAÞ are injective. By passing to adjoint
operators we can show in an analogous manner that scðAÞ and s@ðAÞ are also
surjective. &
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3.5. Operators of order zero
In this section we study operators AAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ and associated boundary
symbols in more detail and prove Theorems 19 and 20. Note that by setting A0 ¼
R
g
m
F AR

g
E ; cf. Theorem 16, obtain an isomorphism
LmðX ; ðg; g
 mÞ; E; FÞ-L0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ:
Let 2X denote the double of X obtained by gluing X with a copy X
 of X along the
common boundary. For EAVectðX Þ let eE be a vector bundle over 2X such thateEjX ¼ E: Moreover, let rþ : L2ð2X ; eEÞ-L2ðX ; EÞ be the operator of restriction and
eþ : L2ðX ; EÞ-L2ð2X ; eEÞ be the operator of extension by zero. Then the following
is true, cf. [22]:
Theorem 39. (i) If eAAL0clð2X ; eE; eFÞ; then
A :¼ rþ eA eþAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ:
(ii) For any AAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ there exists an eAAL0clð2X ; eE; eFÞ such that
A ¼ rþ eAeþ þ M þ G
for suitable M þ GAL0MþGðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ: For the principal boundary symbol we have
s@ðAÞðy; ZÞ ¼ rþeað0Þðy; 0; Z; DtÞeþ
þ s@ðM þ GÞðy; ZÞ : E0y#L2ðRþÞ-F 0y#L2ðRþÞ; ð61Þ
where eað0Þ is the homogeneous principal symbol of eA:
Note that in contrast to (42) we now prefer L2-spaces, because in the case of
(possibly) violated transmission property the standard Sobolev spaces or Schwartz
spaces with smoothness up to the boundary are not always respected under the
operation.
Set SY X :¼ SX jY and
Sð0ÞðSY X ; E0; F 0Þ :¼ fajS
Y
X : aAS
ð0ÞðTX \0; E; FÞg:
Given any AAL0ðX ; ð0; 0Þ; E; FÞ such that scðAÞASð0ÞðTX \0; E; FÞ is elliptic, we
form a :¼ scðAÞjS
Y
X and ask the Fredholm property of
opþðaÞðy; ZÞ ¼ rþaðy; Z; DtÞeþ : E0y#L2ðRþÞ-F 0y#L2ðRþÞ ð62Þ
for ðy; ZÞASY : Deﬁne X :¼ SY X,N; where N is the trivial ½
1;þ1-bundle on Y
induced by the conormal bundle to Y ; i.e., the ﬁbres are intervals ft : 
1ptp1g
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connecting the south pole ðZ; tÞ ¼ ð0;
1Þ with the north pole ðZ; tÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ of
SyX ; yAY :
Let us recall a criterion for the Fredholm property of (62) in terms of
g7ðzÞ :¼ ð1
 e82pizÞ
1;
cf. Eskin [7]. The functions g7ðzÞ are meromorphic in zAC with simple poles
at the real integers. Thus the lines Gb ¼ fzAC : Re z ¼ bg do not contain poles
for beZ: Choose a diffeomorphism z : ð
1; 1Þ-G1
2
with zðtÞ-7N for t-81:
Then, setting
a7ðyÞ :¼ aðy; 0;71Þ;
the family of homomorphisms
eaðy; tÞ :¼ aþðyÞgþðzðtÞÞ þ a
ðyÞg
ðzðtÞÞ :E0y-F 0y ð63Þ
is well deﬁned for 
1ptp1; since gþðzÞ þ g
ðzÞ ¼ 1; and g7jG1
2
tends to 1 for
Im z-8N: More precisely, (63) is the convex combination of the homomorphisms
a7ðyÞ : E0y-F 0y:
Proposition 40. Operators (62) are Fredholm for all ðy; ZÞASY if and only if
eaðy; Z; tÞ ¼ aþðyÞgþðzðtÞÞ þ a
ðyÞg
ðzðtÞÞ for Z ¼ 0
 1ptp1;
scðAÞjS
Y
X for jZ; tj ¼ 1:
(
is a family of isomorphisms
eaðy; Z; tÞ :E0y-F 0y; ðy; Z; tÞAX: ð64Þ
Proposition 40 is known from the theory of singular integral operators, cf. the
framework of Eskin [7]. An explicit proof of the necessity of the isomorphism (64)
for the Fredholm property of (63) may be found in Rempel and Schulze [13].
Recall that when opþðaÞ stems from a symbol scðAÞ with the transmission
property, we have aþðyÞ ¼ a
ðyÞ; and hence the criterion of Proposition 40 is
automatically satisﬁed as soon as scðAÞ is elliptic.
In general, each family of isomorphisms (64) represents an element sðeaÞAKðB;XÞ
in the relative K-group of the pair ðB;XÞ for B :¼ BX jY ; where BX is the unit ball
bundle induced by TX :
By virtue of KðB;XÞDKðR2  SY Þ and Bott periodicity there is an isomorphism
i : KðB;XÞ-KðSYÞ:
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Proposition 41. Let scðAÞ be elliptic (of order zero), assume that scðAÞjS
Y
X extends to
X as a family of isomorphisms (64), and let sðeaÞAKðB;XÞ be the associated element.
Then we have
indSY op
þðaÞ ¼ iðsðeaÞÞ
for aðy; xÞ ¼ scðAÞjT
Y
X \0:
For symbols with the transmission property Proposition 41 is known by Boutet de
Monvel [4]; a related statement for symbols of elliptic differential operators is owed
to Atiyah and Bott [1]. The general case (not requiring the transmission property) is
treated in Rempel and Schulze [13].
Clearly, any other extension eea of scðAÞjS
Y
X to X as a family of isomorphisms
eeaðy; Z; tÞ :E0y-F 0y; ðy; Z; tÞAX; ð65Þ
also represents an element sðeeaÞAKðB;XÞ and hence a certain iðsðeeaÞÞAKðSYÞ:
It is not obvious at ﬁrst glance how iðsðeeaÞÞ can be interpreted as indSY b for some
family
bðy; ZÞ : E0y#L2ðRþÞ-F 0y#L2ðRþÞ
of Fredholm operators, parametrised by ðy; ZÞASY : But the pointwise analytic
information from Eskin [7] combined with that on the structure of pseudodifferential
boundary value problems not requiring the transmission property from Rempel and
Schulze [13] and [19] gives us the following scenario: Let yðE0; F 0Þ denote the set of all
families of homomorphisms E0y-F
0
y; continuously parametrised by ðy; Z; tÞAX; that
vanish on SY X : Every element of yðE0; F 0Þ can be canonically identiﬁed with a
continuous family of homomorphisms parametrised by ðy; tÞAN ¼ Y  ½
1; 1;
vanishing on Y,f
1g,fþ1g: We then have ðea
1eeaÞðy; Z; tÞ ¼ 1þ f0ðy; tÞ for some
f0ðy; tÞAyðE0; E0Þ; or
eeaðy; Z; tÞ ¼ eaðy; Z; tÞð1þ f0ðy; tÞÞ ¼ eaðy; Z; tÞ þ f1ðy; tÞ
for an f1ðy; tÞAyðE0; F 0Þ: It sufﬁces to consider elements eeaðy; Z; tÞ of the above kind
such that f1ðy; z
1ðzÞÞ is a Schwartz function with respect to zAG1
2
: In fact, we can
obviously construct such eea from an arbitrary family eea1 of isomorphisms satisfyingea 
 eea1AyðE; F 0Þ by a small change of eea1jN near Y,f
1g,fþ1g within the
homotopy class of families of isomorphisms represented by eea1: We then have
sðeea1Þ ¼ sðeeaÞ and hence isðeea1Þ ¼ isðeeaÞ:
Using the spaces CNðO; MmðGb;Ck;ClÞÞ; cf. (A.5), as local models, it is
straightforward to deﬁne spaces MmðY  Gb; E0; F 0Þ for bundles E0; F 0AVectðY Þ:
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The following assertion is a generalisation of Propositions 40 and 41.
Proposition 42. Let scðAÞ be elliptic (of order zero), aðy; xÞ ¼ scðAÞjT
Y
X \0 (cf. the
notation of Proposition 40), and let lðy; zÞAM
NðY  G1
2
; E0; F 0Þ be an element
such that
eeaðy; Z; tÞ :¼ a
þðyÞgþðzðtÞÞ þ a
ðyÞg
ðzðtÞÞ
þlðy; zðtÞÞ for Z ¼ 0;
1ptp1;
scðAÞjS
Y
X for jZ; tj ¼ 1
8><>: ð66Þ
defines a family of isomorphisms (65). Then, if oðtÞ; eoðtÞ are arbitrary cut-off
functions,
rðy; ZÞ :¼ opþðaÞðy; ZÞ þ oðtjZjÞopMðlÞeoðtjZjÞ : E0y#L2ðRþÞ
-F 0y#L
2ðRþÞ ð67Þ
is a family of Fredholm operators parametrised by ðy; ZÞATY \0; and for its restriction
to SY we have
indSY r ¼ isðeeaÞ: ð68Þ
The Fredholm property (67) is shown in [7] (in a slightly modiﬁed form without eo;
the present formulation is given in [19] and relation (68) in [12,13]).
Proof of Theorem 19. It sufﬁces to consider the case m ¼ g ¼ 0: In fact, the reduction
to order and weight zero as in the beginning of Section 3.3 can also be done on the
level of interior and boundary symbols. In other words, we can ﬁrst pass to a symbol
of order zero by setting að0Þ ¼ scðRg
mF ÞaðmÞscðR
gE Þ; carry out our construction, that
yields an element bð0Þðy; ZÞ which is a Fredholm family as asserted in (45), where it
sufﬁces to consider
bð0Þðy; ZÞ : E0y#L2ðRþÞ-F 0y#L2ðRþÞ:
Then we may set
bðmÞðy; ZÞ :¼ s@ðR
gþmF Þðy; ZÞbð0Þðy; ZÞs@ðRgEÞ:
Because of the representation of boundary symbols in the form (61), it sufﬁces to
show that að0Þðx; xÞjS
Y
X for an elliptic principal symbol að0Þðx; xÞ : pX E-pX F admits
an extension to an isomorphism
ea : pXE0-pXF 0; pX : X-Y : ð69Þ
In fact, knowing this, an approximation argument as explained before yields an
element lðy; zÞAM
NðY  G1
2
; E0; F 0Þ such that eea given by (66) for að0Þðx; xÞjS
Y
X
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instead of scðAÞjS
Y
X is also an extension of að0Þðx; xÞjS
Y
X to an isomorphism to X
(which is homotopic to ea through isomorphisms).
By hypothesis there is a non-vanishing vector ﬁeld v on Y : Without loss of
generality we assume jvðyÞj ¼ 1 for all y: Applying an isomorphism TY-TY which
induces a diffeomorphism a : SY-SY between the respective unit cosphere
bundles we obtain a map a 3 v : Y-SY : For every yAY there is a unique half-circleeNy on SyX containing the points a 3 vðyÞ and ðy; 0; 0;71Þ (north and south
pole of the sphere). This yields a trivial bundle eN on Y with ﬁbre eNy over y:
There is a projection of SY X to the conormal bundle N; given by ðy; 0; Z; tÞ-ðy; tÞ;
which induces an isomorphism n : eN-N (as ﬁbre bundles in the set-up of
homeomorphisms between ﬁbres). To obtain an extension of að0ÞjS
Y
X to an
isomorphism (69) it sufﬁces to set eaðy; tÞ :¼ að0Þðy; 0;eZ;etÞ; for nyðeZ;etÞ ¼ t; ny :eNy-Ny; yAY : &
Proof of Theorem 20. Similar to the preceding proof it sufﬁces to consider g ¼ 0 and
any ﬁxed order mAR: In the present case it is convenient to set m ¼ 1: Let
að1ÞASð1ÞðTX \0; E; FÞ be elliptic, and let a0ð1Þ :¼ að1ÞjY which belongs to
Sð1ÞðTY X \0; E0; F 0Þ; cf. (43). By the standard difference construction we have an
element ½a0ð1ÞAKðTY X Þ ¼ KðTY  RÞ: Every element in KðTY  RÞ can be
represented by a morphism
bðy; ZÞ þ it : V-V ð70Þ
for a vector bundle V on TY  R; where V jTY ¼ pY V 0 for a V 0AVectðYÞ
and b : pY V
0-pY V
0 is a self-adjoint elliptic symbol of order 1 on Y ; cf. Atiyah et al.
[2, III]. Since bðy; ZÞ is elliptic, (70) is an isomorphism between corresponding
ﬁbres for t ¼ 0: Moreover, since b is self-adjoint, there are only real eigenvalues.
Thus (70) is an isomorphism for all tAR: Passing to stabilisations both of a0ð1Þ
and (70) we see that for a suitable MAN the homomorphism a0ð1Þ"idCM
between pullbacks of E 0"CM and F 0"CM to SY X has an extension to an
isomorphism ea : pXðE0"CMÞ-pXðF 0"CMÞ: Similarly to the preceding
proof we ﬁnd an element lðy; zÞAM
NðY  G1
2
; E0"CM ; F 0"CMÞ such
that (66) for a0ð1Þ"idCM jSY X instead of scðAÞjSY X deﬁnes an extension of
a0ð1Þ"idCM jSY X to an isomorphism to X; homotopic to ea through isomorphisms. In
analogy to (67) we now form
rðy; ZÞ ¼ opþðað1ÞÞðy; ZÞ þ toðtjZjÞopMðlÞeoðtjZjÞ : ðE0y"CMÞ#K1;0ðRþÞ
-ðF 0y"CMÞ#L2ðRþÞ:
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To complete the proof, it sufﬁces to apply a reduction of order and weight by a
similar scheme as in the proof of Theorem 19. &
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Appendix A. Operator-valued symbols
If H; eH are Hilbert spaces and k ¼ fklgl40; ek ¼ feklgl40 groups of
isomorphisms on H and eH; respectively, strongly continuous in l40; we deﬁne
the space
SnðO Rq; H; eHÞ; nAR
of operator-valued symbols on an open set OCRq as the set of all aðy; ZÞACN
ðO Rq;LðH; eHÞÞ which satisfy the following symbol estimates:
sup
yAK ;ZARq
jjek
1/ZSfDaZDbyaðy; ZÞgk/ZSjj/ZS
nþjbjoN
for any compact subset K of O and all multi-indices a; bANq:
A symbol aðy; ZÞ is called classical, if there are functions aðn
lÞðy; ZÞACN
ðO ðRq\f0gÞ;LðH; eHÞÞ; lAN; such that
aðn
lÞðy; lZÞ ¼ ln
l ekl aðn
lÞðy; ZÞ k
1l ; l40; ðA:1Þ
and, with some zero excision function wðZÞ;
aðy; ZÞ 

XN
1
l¼0
wðZÞaðn
lÞðy; ZÞASn
NðO Rq; H; eHÞ
for every N: The space of all classical symbols will be denoted by SnclðO Rq; H; eHÞ:
More generally, if eH ¼ proj limjAN eH j is the projective limit of Hilbert
spaces with eH0% eH1%y and ek jl acting on eH j by restriction of a corresponding
group action on eH0; we can form the symbol spaces SnðclÞðO Rq; H; eH jÞ
and then set
SnðclÞðO Rq; H; eHÞ ¼ proj lim
jAN
SnclðO Rq; H; eH jÞ:
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With an operator-valued symbol we associate a pseudodifferential operator, ﬁrst
acting from CN0 ðO; HÞ to CNðO; eHÞ; by
opðaÞuðyÞ ¼
Z
Rq
e
iyZaðy; ZÞuˆ ðZÞ dZ; uACN0 ðO; HÞ; ðA:2Þ
where uˆ is the Fourier transform of u: Such an operator extends to a scale of Sobolev
spaces, which is deﬁned as follows: The edge Sobolev spaces WsðRq; HÞ of
smoothness sAR is the completion of CN0 ðO; HÞ with respect to the norm
jjujjWsðRq;HÞ ¼
Z
Rq
/ZS2sjjk
1/ZSuˆ ðZÞjj2H dZ
 1=2
: ðA:3Þ
Similarly to the standard case, there are spaces WscompðO; HÞ and WslocðO; HÞ: The
ﬁrst one denotes the space of all elements ofWsðRq; HÞ having compact support in
O; the second one of all-valued distributions u on O such that juAWsðRq; HÞ for all
jACN0 ðO; HÞ:
For aASnðO Rq; H; eHÞ; operator (A.2) extends for any sAR continuously to
opðaÞ :WscompðRq; HÞ-Ws
nloc ðRq; eHÞ:
A.1. Green symbols in Boutet de Monvel’s algebra
For sAR we use set
Hs :¼ HsðRþ;CkÞ"Cj
 ; eHs :¼ /tS
sHsðRþ;ClÞ"Cjþ ;
with HsðRþ;CnÞ ¼ HsðR;CnÞjRþ denoting the standard Sobolev spaces. The group
action on all these spaces is deﬁned by
klðuðtÞ"vÞ ¼ l1=2uðltÞ"v:
We then recover the standard Sobolev spaces for boundary value problems, i.e.,
WsðRq; HsÞ ¼ HsðRqþ1þ ;CkÞ"HsðRq;Cj
Þ:
Since Sð %Rþ;ClÞ"Cjþ ¼ proj limnAN eHn with Sð %Rþ;ClÞ ¼ SðR;ClÞj %Rþ ; we can
speak of the symbol space
SnclðO Rq; L2ðRþ;CkÞ"Cj
 ;Sð %Rþ;ClÞ"CjþÞ; ðA:4Þ
and, analogously,
SnclðO Rq; L2ðRþ;ClÞ"Cjþ ;Sð %Rþ;CkÞ"Cj
Þ: ðA:5Þ
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Deﬁnition A.1. Rn;0G ðO Rq; vÞ for v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ is deﬁned to be the space of all
operator-valued symbols gðy; ZÞ in (A.4) such that the pointwise adjoint gðy; ZÞ
belongs to the space (A.5).
The pseudodifferential operators (A.2) with symbols from Deﬁnition A.1 are the
local model near the boundary of singular Green operators of order n and type 0 in
Boutet de Monvel’s algebra. For more details see Section 1.1.(iii).
A.2. Smoothing Mellin and Green symbols in the edge calculus
The Green operators of the edge calculus are based on operator-valued symbols
similarly to those in Deﬁnition A.1 but with a different scale of Sobolev spaces in
normal direction. To deﬁne those spaces, let M denote the Mellin transform,
MuðzÞ ¼
Z N
0
tzuðtÞ dt
t
;
ﬁrst deﬁned for uACN0 ðRþÞ (then Mu is holomorphic on C) and then extended to
various distribution spaces, where z is often assumed to vary on some weight line
Gb ¼ fzAC : Re z ¼ bg; bAR:
Deﬁnition A.2. Let s; gAR: Then Hs;gðRþÞ denotes the completion of the space
CN0 ðRþÞ with respect to the norm
jjujjHs;gðRþÞ ¼
1
2pi
Z
G1=2
g
ð1þ jzj2ÞsjMuðzÞj2 dz
 !1=2
:
Moreover, with o denoting some ﬁxed cut-off function, we deﬁne
Ks;gðRþÞ ¼ fuAD0ðRþÞ :ouAHs;gðRþÞ; ð1
 oÞuAHsðRþÞg: ðA:6Þ
The space (A.6) will be equipped with the norm
jjujjKs;gðRþÞ ¼ jjoujjHs;gðRþÞ þ jjð1
 oÞujjHsðRþÞ:
We identify K0;0ðRþÞ with L2ðRþÞ: In an obvious way we then have the spaces
Hs;gðRþ;ClÞ and Ks;gðRþ;ClÞ: Moreover, we set, with e40;
SgðRþ;ClÞe ¼ proj lim
nAN
/tS
nKn;gþe
1=nðRþ;ClÞ:
The group action on all that spaces again is induced by
klðuðtÞ"vÞ ¼ l1=2uðltÞ"v: ðA:7Þ
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Deﬁnition A.3. Let g; d; nAR; and k; l; j
; jþAN: Then RnGðO Rq; g; vÞ with
g ¼ ðg; dÞ and v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ is the space of all symbols satisfying
gðy; ZÞA
\
sAR
SnclðO Rq;Ks;gðRþ;CkÞ"Cj
 ;SdðRþ;ClÞe"CjþÞ
for some e40 and, with  denoting the pointwise adjoint
gðy; ZÞA
\
sAR
SnclðO Rq;Ks;
dðRþ;ClÞ"Cjþ ;S
gðRþ;CkÞe"Cj
Þ;
The homogeneous (in the sense of (A.1)) principal symbol of g will be denoted by
s@ðgÞðy; ZÞ or sn@ðgÞðy; ZÞ; if it is necessary to point out the order.
Such symbols will be referred to as Green symbols relative to the weights
g; dAR: The corresponding pseudodifferential operators (A.2) are the local
model near the edge of Green operators in the edge algebra, cf. Section 2.3 for
more details.
Besides Green operators, in the edge calculus there is a second kind of
smoothing operators, the so-called smoothing Mellin operators. Its action in normal
direction is based on the Mellin transform rather than on the Fourier transform.
Identifying G1=2
g with R via z/Im z; we can speak of symbols f ðt; zÞASnclðRþ 
G1=2
gÞ: We then deﬁne
opgMð f ÞuðtÞ ¼
1
2pi
Z
G1=2
g
t
zf ðt; zÞMuðzÞ dz; ðA:8Þ
ﬁrst regarded as a map from CN0 ðRþÞ to CNðRþÞ: It continuously extends to maps
opgMð f Þ :Hs;gcompðRþÞ-Hs
n;gloc ðRþÞ; sAR:
Deﬁnition A.4. Let bAR; mAR,f
Ng; and e40: Then MmðGbÞe denotes the space
of all holomorphic functions f : fzAC : jRe z 
 bjoeg-C such that hðdþ
itÞASmðRtÞ for every dAðb
 e;bþ eÞ uniformly in compact subintervals.
MmðGbÞe is a Fre´chet space in a natural way, thus we can speak of the space
CNðO; MmðGbÞeÞ: Let us set
MmðGbÞ ¼
[
e40
MmðGbÞe; CNðO; MmðGbÞÞ ¼
[
e40
CNðO; MmðGbÞeÞ ðA:9Þ
and let MmðGb;Ck;ClÞ and CNðO; MmðGb;Ck;ClÞÞ denote the space of ðl  kÞ-
matrices with entries from MmðGbÞ and CNðO; MmðGbÞÞ; respectively.
A smoothing Mellin symbol in the edge calculus is an operator family of
the form
mðy; ZÞ ¼ o1ðt½ZÞ t
nopgMð f ÞðyÞo2ðt½ZÞ ðA:10Þ
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for arbitrary fACNðO; M
NðG1=2
g;Ck;ClÞÞ and cut-off functions o1; o2:
Then
mðy; ZÞASnclðO Rq;Ks;gðRþ;CkÞ;KN;g
nðRþ;ClÞÞ; sAR;
is a classical operator-valued symbol; its homogeneous principal symbol is
s@ðmÞðy; ZÞ ¼ sn@ðmÞðy; ZÞ ¼ o1ðtjZjÞt
nopgMð f ÞðyÞo2ðtjZjÞ:
Deﬁnition A.5. Let g; nAR and k; l; j
; jþAN: Then RnMþGðO Rq; g; vÞ with
g ¼ ðg; g
 nÞ and v ¼ ðk; l; j
; jþÞ is the space of all symbols
cðy; ZÞ ¼ mðy; ZÞ 0
0 0
 !
þ gðy; ZÞ ðA:11Þ
for an arbitrary gðy; ZÞARnGðO Rq; g; vÞ (regarded as a block matrix with an k  l-
block matrix upper left corner), and an mðy; ZÞ of the form (A.10) with
fACNðO; M
NðG1=2
g;Ck;ClÞÞ:
Appendix B. The index element
Boundary symbols to elliptic symbols with the transmission property on a
manifold X with boundary Y are families of Fredholm operators acting
in spaces normal to the boundary, parametrised by points in SY : The
situation for symbols without the transmission poperty is similar. To analyse
the nature of associated boundary conditions, we investigate the associated
index element.
B.1. A result for general Fredholm families
Let H1; H2 be Hilbert spaces and M a compact, arcwise connected topological
space. For every operator family aACðM;LðH1; H2ÞÞ such that aðmÞ : H1-H2 is
Fredholm for every mAM we have the index element indM aAKðMÞ in the K-group
of M:
If the dimension of ker aðmÞ (and then also the codimension of im aðmÞ) is
independent of mAM; there are subbundles LþCM  H1 and L
CM  H2 such
that Lþ;m ¼ ker aðmÞ and H2 ¼ L
;m"im aðmÞ: We shall also write Lþ ¼ kerM a and
L
 ¼ cokerM a: In that case
indM a ¼ ½Lþ 
 ½L
 ¼ ½kerM a 
 ½cokerM a:
In general, the situation is more complicated. To simplify notation the trivial bundle
M  F with ﬁbre F is denoted by F :
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Lemma B.1. Let L7AVectðMÞ be given vector bundles such that indM a ¼ ½Lþ 

½L
: Then there exists an injective homomorphism k :CN
-H2 such that
ðaðmÞ kÞ :
H1
"
CN

-H2
is surjective for all mAM; and there are bundles L>7AVectðMÞ with L>þDL>
 and
Lþ"L>þDkerM a0; L
"L
>

DimM k;
where a0 ¼ ð1
 pÞa with the orthogonal projection p on imM k:
Proof. Since M is compact, there exists an injective ek :CN-H2 such that
ðaðmÞ ekÞ : H1"
CN
-H2
is surjective. By possibly enlarging N we can also assume that L7 are subbundles of
CN ; i.e., CNDL7"C7 for suitable C7AVectðMÞ:
Now let J0þAVectðMÞ such that J0þDkerMðea0 ekÞ ¼ kerM ea0; where ea0 ¼ ð1
 epÞa
with epALðH2Þ denoting the orthogonal projection on im ek: Since ea0 differs from a
pointwise by compact operators, we obtain
½Lþ 
 ½L
 ¼ indM a ¼ indM ea0 ¼ ½J0þ 
 ½CN :
Setting D0þ ¼ eJþ"Cþ and D0
 ¼ CN"C
; we have Lþ"D0þDJ0þ"CN and
L
"D0
DC
2N ; hence
½D0þ 
 ½D0
 ¼ ½J0þ 
 ½CN  þ ½Cþ 
 ½C
 ¼ ½eJþ 
 ½CN  
 ½Lþ þ ½L
 ¼ 0:
Thus there exists an RAN such that D0þ"C
RDD0
"C
R: It now sufﬁces to choose
an injective k :C2NþR-H2 extending ek in such a way that imM k ¼
imM ek"kðCNþRÞ as an orthogonal sum. Then, if p is the orthogonal projection
on imM k; we obtain kerM a0 ¼ kerMða0 kÞDJ0þ"CNþR: With D7 :¼ D07"CR we
thus have DþDD
 and Lþ"DþDkerM a0; L
"D
DimM k: Hence we can pass
to decompositions kerM a0 ¼ eLþ" eDþ and imM k ¼ eL
" eD
 with eL7DL7 andeD7DD7: If eL>7 are the respective orthogonal complements to eL7; theneL>þDðkerM a0Þ=eLþD eDþ and, analogously, eL>
D eD
: &
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Theorem B.2. Let L7AVectðMÞ be given vector bundles such that indM a ¼ ½Lþ 

½L
: Then there exists an operator family cACðM;LðH1; H2ÞÞ which pointwise
consists of finite-rank operators, and such that ea :¼ a þ c has the following properties:
(i) kerM eaDLþ and cokerM eaDL
 (in the sense explained above).
(ii) There are (continuous bundle-) morphisms ek : L
-H2; et : H1-Lþ completing ea to
an isomorphism
ea eket 0
 !
:
H1 H2
" - "
L
 Lþ
:
Proof. Let a0; k; eL7; and eL>7 be as in Lemma B.1. If l : eL>þ-eL>
 is an isomorphism,
deﬁne qACðM;LðH1; H2ÞÞ by q : H1!p eL>þ !l eL>
 !i H2; where p is the orthogonal
projection onto eL>þ ; and i the canonical embedding. Then we set ea ¼ a þ c with
c ¼ 
pa þ q: Since ea ¼ a0 þ q; it is easy to see that ea satisﬁes (i). To construct
the block matrix in (ii), choose isomorphisms l7 : L7-eL7 and set ek ¼ il
 with the
canonical embedding i : eL
-H2; and et ¼ l
1þ p with p : H1-eLþ denoting the
orthogonal projection. &
B.2. Application to boundary value problems
Let aðmÞASðmÞðTX \0; E; FÞ; cf. Section 2.1, be elliptic. If Ag :¼ opgðaðmÞÞ; cf. (24),
the associated boundary symbol s@ðAgÞ (restricted to SY ; the cosphere bundle over
the boundary) is a smooth bundle morphism
s@ðAgÞ : p1E 0#Ks;gðRþÞ-p1F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ; ðB:1Þ
where E0 ¼ EjY ; F 0 ¼ F jY ; and p1 : SY-Y is the canonical projection.
In (B.1) we ﬁx some sAR; the speciﬁc choice of s is inessential. If (B.1) is also a
family of Fredholm operators, there exist (smooth) vector bundles L7AVectðSYÞ
such that
indSY s@ðAgÞ ¼ ½Lþ 
 ½L
:
The aim of this subsection is to show the following version of Theorem B.2.
Theorem B.3. Let Ag be as described above and indSY s@ðAgÞ ¼ ½Lþ 
 ½L
:
Then there exists a Green operator GALmGðX ; g; E; FÞ; g ¼ ðg; g
 mÞ;
such that
kerSY s@ðAg þ GÞDLþ and cokerSY s@ðAg þ GÞDL
:
We shall give a proof along the lines of the previous section.
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By elliptic regularity in the cone algebra on Rþ; there exists an e40 such that
ker s@ðAgÞðy; ZÞCE0y#SgðRþÞe and s@ðAgÞðy; ZÞ has a ﬁnite-dimensional comple-
ment in F 0y#S
g
mðRþÞe for each ðy; ZÞASY : Thus we obtain the following analogue
of Lemma B.1.
Lemma B.4. Let Ag be as described above and indSY s@ðAgÞ ¼ ½Lþ 
 ½L
: Then
there exists an injective bundle morphism k :CN
-p1F#S
g
mðRþÞe such that
ðs@ðAgÞðy; ZÞ kðy; ZÞÞ :
E0y#K
s;gðRþÞ
"
CN

-F 0y#K
s
m;g
mðRþÞ
is surjective for all ðy; ZÞASY ; and there is an orthogonal decomposition
kerSY ð1
 pÞs@ðAgÞDeLþ"eL>þ ; imSY kDeL
"eL>

with eL7DL7 and eL>þDeL>
 : Here p : p1F 0#K0;g
mðRþÞ-imSY k denotes the
orthogonal projection (with respect to the scalar-product in the fibres
F 0y#K
0;g
mðRþÞ), which extends to p1F 0#Ks;g
mðRþÞ for every s.
According to this lemma deﬁne q by
q : p1E
0#Ks;gðRþÞ!p eL>þ !l eL>
 !i p1F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ;
where p is the orthogonal projection (with respect to the scalar-product in the ﬁbres
E0y#K
0;gðRþÞ), l some isomorphism, and i the canonical embedding. Now set
g :¼ 
ps@ðAgÞ þ q : p1E0#Ks;gðRþÞ-p1F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ:
Note that g can be represented by a section in the external product
ðp1F 0#Sg
mðRþÞeÞ2ðp1E0#SgðRþÞeÞ: Then extend g by kl-homogeneity of order
m to a morphism
gðmÞ : pY E
0#Ks;gðRþÞ-pY F 0#Ks
m;g
mðRþÞ;
i.e., gðmÞðy; ZÞ ¼ jZjmk
1jZj gðmÞðy; ZjZjÞkjZj for all ðy; ZÞATY \0 (here kl refers to the group
action on the spaces Ks;gðRþÞ; cf. (A.7). It remains to choose some
GALmGðX ; g; E; FÞ with s@ðGÞ ¼ gðmÞ: &
Let us also mention that an analogous result is true for operators in Boutet de
Monvel’s algebra:
Remark B.5. Let pðmÞ : pX E-p

X F be a homogeneous elliptic principal boundary
symbol of order mAZ with the transmission property at the boundary (i.e., belonging
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to a classical symbol with the transmission property). The associated boundary
symbol
s@ðpðmÞÞðy; ZÞ ¼ rþpðmÞðy; 0; Z; DtÞeþ :
E0#HsðRþÞ-F 0#Hs
mðRþÞ;
s4maxðm; 0Þ 
 1
2
;
is a family of Fredholm operators on SY : If indSY s@ðpðmÞÞ ¼ ½Lþ 
 ½L
 for
L7AVectðX Þ; then there exist a homogeneous principal Green symbol gðmÞðy; ZÞ such
that kerSY ðs@ðpðmÞÞ þ gðmÞÞDLþ and cokerSY ðs@ðpðmÞÞ þ gðmÞÞDL
:
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